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ABSTRACT
The microstructure of voids in pure and hydrogen-rich amorphous silicon (a:Si) network
was studied in ultra-large models of amorphous silicon, using classical and quantummechanical simulations, on the nanometer length scale. The nanostructure, particularly voids
of device grade ultra-large models of a:Si was studied, in which observed three-dimensional
realistic voids were extended using geometrical approach within the experimental limit of
void-volume fractions. In device-grade simulated models, the effect of void morphology;
size, shape, number density and distribution on simulated scattering intensities in smallangle region were investigated. The evolution of voids on annealing below the crystallization
temperature (≤ 800 K) were examined, where the extent of the void reconstruction were
reported by using high-quality three-dimensional rendering software and calculating an
average size and volume of the voids. Additionally, the role of bonded and non-bonded
hydrogens near the vicinity of the void’s wall in a:Si network was observed. Our simulated
results suggested that, in extended void structures, X-ray scattering intensities in the smallangle region were sensitive to the number density, size, shape and the distribution of the
voids in unequal strength. In both classical and local ab initio molecular dynamics models
of a:Si, the reconstruction of the voids were observed but in later models, with and without
present hydrogen reconstruction effect was observed greater. The distribution and dynamics
of bonded and non-bonded hydrogen in heavily hydrogenated (≥ 14 at.%) ultra-large models
of a:Si suggested that, void’s wall were decorated with more silicon dihydride (SiH2 ) bonds
and 9-13% of the total H were realized as molecular hydrogen (H2 ) respectively from 300 K800 K annealing temperature.This work suggested that, a:Si sample with ≥ 14 at.% H and
≤ 0.2% volume-fraction of voids, may be appropriate for interface hydrogenated amorphous
silicon/crystalline silicon (a:Si:H/c-Si) material used in heterojunction silicon solar cell to
obtain the better-passivated surface due to presence of mobile non-bonded hydrogens.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Amorphous Semiconductors

Amorphous semiconductors are very important electronic materials. They have wide range
of industrial applications such as solar cells, thin-film transistors, light sensors, optical memory devices, electrophoto-graphic devices, X-ray image sensors, optical-fiber amplifiers, etc
[4–7]. They are divided into three groups: (i) covalent amorphous semiconductors, such
as amorphous; silicon (a-Si), germanium (a-Ge), indium antimonide (a-InSb) and Galium
Arsenide (a-GaAs), (ii) chalcogenide glasses such as germanium-antimony-tellurium ( GeSbTe) and Silver-Indium-Antimony-Tellurium (AsGeSeTe), oxide glasses such as vanadium
glass (V2 O5 –P2 O5 ) and (iii) dielectric films such as silicon oxide (SiOx ), Aluminium oxide
(Al2 O3 ) and Silicon nitride (Si3 N4 ). Particularly, hydrogenated amorphous silicon a-Si:H is
used in solar cells, thin-film transistors and X-ray image sensors, and chalcogenide glasses
for optical memory devices, including digital video-versatile disk (DVD). They posses
mainly two types of disorders; compositional and topological disorders. The topological
disorder is characterized by missing of close-pack atoms and long-range ordering [8, 9].
In covalent amorphous semiconductors, atoms are bonded covalently and correlation can
be extend up to the third or fourth nearest neighbors such that in the atomic scale, they
are not a completely disordered. Amorphous-nanocrystalinity may also exist [10] in the
system. Thus, a especial feature of the covalent amorphous semiconductors is the presence
of short-range order (SRO) and the absence of long-range oder (LRO) [5, 11].
Pure crystalline and amorphous semiconductors are different in terms of their their X-ray
diffraction patters and melting or glass transition temperature. Pure crystalline semiconductors have well defined melting temperature where as missing of regular atomic ordering in
amorphous semiconductors, they exhibit a glass transition temperature. The X-ray diffraction patterns; the board and diffuse holes are observed in amorphous semiconductors but
the sharp Braggs spot and rings are observed in the single and poly-crystals. To distinguish
whether a sample is a amorphous or microcrystalline or nanocrystalline, X-ray diffraction
experiment only is not sufficient. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measure the
melting temperature and glass transition temperature which distinguishes the sample whether
it is amorphous or crystalline [12]. The amorphous and microcrystalline semiconductor
1

has a fundamental difference which is, crystallization of amorphous semiconductor occurs
by means of nucleation and growth of crystallites whereas microcrystalline semiconductor
experience overall grain growth of crystallites [13].
There are two major techniques to prepare amorphous semiconductors experimentally
[14, 15] and they are (i) cooling from the melt (rapid quenching) and (ii) deposition on the
substrate. But theoretically, it is comparatively difficult to prepare amorphous semiconductors [16, 17]. Some of the amorphous semiconductors, e.g., chalcogenide glasses are
prepared by rapid cooling (quenching) to a temperature below the glass transition temperature but some semiconductors like Si and group IV cannot be done by this approach. Those
amorphous semiconductors which cannot be prepared directly from the melt-quench are
usually fabricated in the form of the thin films by deposition procedures such as evaporation,
sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, plasma decomposition of gases electroplating, ion
bombardment, etc.
In Amorphous semiconductors, topological disorder arises due to fluctuations in the
bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles which enhance the missing of atoms from
the network. which is called structural defect such that tail states in the band gap region
below the edge of the conduction band and above the edge of the valence band appeared
[18]. The valence and conduction band edges are called mobility edge, which acts as
the boundaries caused by disorder between delocalized and localized states [9], and such
boundaries are called Anderson localization. Due to the absence translational symmetry
in amorphous semiconductors, the Bloch theory is not applicable, but the tight-binding
model, the Hartree-Fock approximation and the density functional method can be applied to
understand the electronic properties of amorphous semiconductors.
The desirable and measurable quantities like optical absorption edges, activated electrical
conductivities are directly affected by the short-range ordering (SRO) in amorphous semiconductors. The band tail and the structural defect affect the optical properties of amorphous
semiconductors [9]. The electronic structure of these localized states can be understood
from electron spin resonance (ESR) experiment, where their symmetry is determined from a
g-value measurement. However, the principal axes of symmetry are randomly oriented in
an amorphous network, and that it makes more difficult to identify defects in amorphous
semiconductors than in crystals [19]. Defects in amorphous semiconductors result from
a strain-relief mechanism and from bonding misfits during the growth process. They are
primarily coordination or bonding defects [20].
Among all covalent amorphous semiconductors, Si is the most popular in technological
application because it is abundantly available, easy to fabricate, and it is environmentally
friendly. An advantages of a-Si over c-Si are, (i) Relatively easy to prepare (large area & low
2

cost), (ii) Amorphous phase can be formed in a wide range of mixed composition such that
physical properties of such materials varied continuously simply by varying the composition
(ability to grow film over wide areas) and (iii) Amorphous material has a wide range of
intrinsic optical properties (optical band gap). As compared to crystalline materials, only a
few fundamental physics aspects of amorphous materials are studied and clearly understood.
Growing industrial applications attracted material research community to investigate the
micro and nanostructure of amorphous semiconductors.
1.2

Amorphous Silicon

Atoms in a-Si are very likely to have 4 nearest neighbors, any deviation from the optimal
coordination would cause a large increase in the total energy which we called defects. The
density of the a-Si at room temperature is 1.8±0.1% lesser than the c-Si [21]. In ideal a-Si in
reality, there are under coordinated (isolated, two folded, three folded) and over coordinated
(five folded) Si atoms. Three fold coordinated silicon atoms are called dangling bonds
where as five fold coordinated Si atoms are called floating bonds. Defects in amorphous
semiconductors arise from bonding misfits during the growth process [22]. The key defect
in a-Si are the dangling-bond, which are detected in the experiment electron spin resonance
(ESR) measurement and simulations [23–25]. Under coordinated defects (dangling bonds)
are the origin of the ESR signal and paramagnetic defects are due to the over coordinated
defects (floating bonds) [26].
Defects in a-Si in the static network are broadly characterized as geometrical defects and
electronic defects. Geometrical defects are defined in terms of the coordination and bond
order whereas the electronic defects are defined as a structural irregularity that produces
sufficiently localized electronic eigenstates. Missing of single Si atom in the network is
called mono-vacancy and that of two bonded Si atoms is called divacancy. Collection of
such vacancies form an empty region covered with different members rings. An extended
vacancy or defects owing larger member rings are called void.The boarded first few peaks in
radial distribution function (RDF) and disappearing of later peaks as observed in crystals
and smoothed and broadened band gap instead of sharp value are the signature of extended
defects in a-Si.
The structural properties of amorphous semiconductors have been studied by a series of
surface science tools and techniques; auger electron spectroscopy (AES), electron stimulated
deposition (ESD), ion scattering scattering (ISS), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS),
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), atomic
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force microscopy (AFM), X-ray electron and neutron diffraction, transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM), extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), Raman scattering, infrared
absorption (IR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
1.3

Hydrogenated amorphous Silicon

Defect density in pure a-Si are higher than the hydrogenated amorphous silicon a-Si:H which
deteriorate the desired semiconductor properties such as photoconductivity. By doping H in
a-Si defect density can be reduced such that photoconductivity is significantly improved [27].
H in a-Si:H appeared in different bonding configurations; monohydride (Si:H), dihydride
(SiH2 ), trihydride (SiH3 ) but the majority of bonds appeared in monohydride form. The
added H appeared in the isolated and interconnected form. Isolated H passivates the dangling
bonds but interconnected H form H clusters where H2 molecules also can form. H are weakly
bound to Si and can diffuse easily across the surface. H bonding configurations are dependent
on the deposition conditions and they determine the electronic and optical properties [5] of
the material. Infrared absorption measurement provides the Si-H bonding information [28].
Hydrogens are light atoms, so their mobility change significantly with a slight increase in
the temperature of the system. At a suitable temperature, with sufficient H, defects can be
removed but the perfect matching of the at. % H and suitable deposition temperature is a
challenging problem in the experiment. So, the simulation methods are introduced for the
study of a-Si:H and their properties. There are three vibration modes in a-Si:H. They are
stretching modes; low stretching mode near (1980-2130) cm−1 and high stretching mode
near (2060-2160) cm−1 , bending scissor mode near (800-900) cm−1 and wagging modes
near 630 cm−1 [29].
The major role of hydrogen in a-Si:H was first investigated by Paul’s group at Harvard
by using sputtered a-Si and a:Ge in 1960 and they noticed that high defect density in a-Si
and a:Ge were not friendly for electronic devices [5, 30]. While trying to eliminate the
defects in a-Si:H in 1969, a-Si:H was first fabricated by Chittick, Alexander, and Sterling by
deposition using silane gas (SiH4 ). Before that time there was research on amorphous silicon
without hydrogen, which was prepared by sputtering or by thermal evaporation. LeComber
and Spear identified that in glow discharge a-Si:H good electrical transport properties, high
career mobility and strong photoconductivity in 1974 resulting from low defect density [31].
The Harvard group demonstrated that the hydrogen concentration in the films was about
10 at. %, by observing its characteristic IR vibration, which has a frequency close to 2000
cm−1 for Si-H bonds and 1800 cm−1 for Ge-H bonds. At that time it was identified that,
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sputtering methods for preparing a-Si:H was superior than glow discharge method in terms
of material quality.
Application of a-Si:H in photovoltaic device technology was started in 1976 by Carlson
and Wronski [32,33] at Root Cause Analysis (RCA) laboratory which was 2-3 % conversion
efficiency. RCA group continued that research and able to grow efficiency up to 12-14%
in 1989 but Japanese company Sanyo was the first company to introduce solar cell in the
market in 1979. Board electronic device applications were started after 1981 and in the
market, more than 106 individual devices are in use nowadays.
Now a days, it is well known that, hydrogenation can reduce the density of dangling
bonds to 10 15 -1016 cm−3 , in a-Si which is appropriate for a device applications but the
distribution of H near the vicinity of extended vacancies and their role for micro and
nanostructure of voids are still unknown.
1.4

Vacancies and Voids

Vacancies in a-Si are defined based on the number of missing atoms. Missing of one atom
in the network creates mono-vacancy and that of two atoms create divacancy [29]. Once, Si
atom bonded with other four nearby Si atoms is missed then it creates 4 defects and 4 H are
needed to passivate those defects. Such that mono- vacancy is surrounded by four silicon
mono-hydrides. Divacancy is surrounded by six silicon monohydrides. In the network, if the
distance between two missing Si atoms lies in the Si-Si bond length, ≤ 2.8 Å the divacancy
is stable otherwise it is unstable. The unstable divacancy can be split into mono-vacancies
or converted to other stable divacancies [34]. Presence of vacancies and voids in pure
and hydrogenated amorphous silicon is the characteristic properties in microscopic scale
[29] which depends on the concentration of H. At low concentration micro-structures are
dominated by mono-vacancies and divacancies and at high concentration they are dominated
by voids. Voids are defined as the accumulation of multi-vacancy in amorphous network. A
cartoon representation of the void is shown in Fig. 1.1. where over coordinated Si atoms are
represented by green color and under coordinate Si atom are represented by blue, and red
colors. At the center of the network, several Si atoms are missing leaving an empty space
which is the void. Added H represented with red color bonded with Si at dangling bond site
and after hydrogenation, an isolated and interconnected H remains in the network.
Small-angle scattering of neutrons [35, 36], electrons [37] and X-rays [38] studies were
identified that the larger features of vacancies were nothing other the voids. Experimental
studies, SAXS [38–41], Infrared (IR) spectroscopy [29, 42, 43], Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR)[44–47] and calorimetric measurements [48, 49] have identified that voids are a
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Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of void in a-Si:H.
characteristic feature of the network morphology at high concentrations of hydrogen 14
at.%. Recent studies have shown that in a-Si:H nanovoids present even at low concentration
of H [50–52] and the size of nanovoids depends on the method of sample preparation
[38, 39, 53]. Only in ideal a-Si, the void is assumed to be absent but in reality, voids
structure exist in pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon samples which are used in
device applications. Electronic and optical properties of materials and hence the device
performance are fluctuating because of the fluctuation in the void morphology in a-Si and
a-Si:H.
1.5

Structure of Voids

However, the structure of voids in pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon has been tried
to study by surface techniques mention earlier, only a few of them like small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy
are sensitive to detect H. To investigate the surface structure of a-Si, and a-Si:H, nondestructive techniques of surface characterization are required. In situ spectro-ellipsometry
analysis suggest that columnar microstructures are developed on the surface of deposited
hydrogenated amorphous silicon. The surface texture of a-Si:H is dependent of the H
content. Mathe et al. have shown that surface roughness of a-Si:H sample are almost twice
greater than that of a-Si:H due to the movement of H2 molecules [54]. In experiments,
usually X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) techniques are used to investigate the surface texture and Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy is used to measured
the hydrogen concentration. Natural voids in the real sample can be appeared on surface
also. In laser irradiated a-Si:H sample surface voids are observed using SEM [55]. Also,
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highly irregular and unequal height and distribution of spikes have observed in a-Si:H using
atomic force microscopy (AFM) [56].
1.6

Size of Voids

The length scale of the void ranges from the several angstroms to few nanometer. We
have an array of experimental studies who have given tentative size of the void ranges
from 5 Å to 100 Å. In experimental small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [38, 39, 57]
measurement, an estimated typical size of the voids ranges from 5 Å-20 Å where as in NMR
[58] measurements it ranges from 20 Å-40 Å. The small-angle neutron (SAN) scattering
[53] also reported the size of the void 10 Å-12 Å. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy [59] and
calorimetric [48,49,60] studies provide the same measurement up to 40 Å where as Positronannihilation Spectroscopy (PAS) [61] data suggest their size up to 20 Å. So, there is huge
ambiguity in measurement of actual size of nano voids in pure and hydrogenated amorphous
silicon. Additionally, the nanostructure evolution around the void due to temperature and H
microstructure near the vicinity of void are not quite clear till date. My work, try to resolve
the existing shape and size, distribution ambiguity of realistic voids where, simulation of
small-angle X-ray scattering and high quality three-dimensional visualization techniques
followed by generation of realistic model of pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon.
1.7

Simulation Study of Voids

It is difficult to control the void shape and size in the experiment but in simulation, we
can feature different characteristic properties of void and study their effect on simulated
scattering patterns. A comparison of results from simulated models and the real experimental
samples leads better understanding the void morphology. In real material, void length scale
ranges from 5 Å to 40 Å as described in an earlier section. So, for the study of the voids in
a-Si and a-Si:H, a bigger computer simulated models are essential where comparable length
scale voids can be realized.
Basically, there are two broad methods for computer simulation for a-Si and a-Si:H. They
are Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Additionally,
Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) method also used for computer simulation for a-Si which is
based on experimental data [62–65]. There are several theoretical studies available in the
literature for the model generation of a-Si but only two of them [66, 67] have care about
the voids morphology in relation with the SAXS intensity patterns. In one [66] there were
500 atoms in MD quench melt model relaxed with Keating potential and in other CRN
[67] model there were 4000 atoms generated with Wooten-Winer-Weaire (WWW) bond7

switching algorithm by Barkema and Mousseau [68]. Two major problems (i) finite size
effect in scattering intensity at small wavevector region and (ii) not appropriately fitting of
the above mention size void in small simulated model require similar theoretical work but in
bigger simulated model. Therefore, the objective of my work is to establish high quality
ultra-large (≥ 105 ) models of a-Si, study the morphology of realistic (comparable length
scale) voids and the relation between real space observation three-dimensional voids and
reciprocal space observation simulated SAXS intensity. Towards the goal, a high quality
almost 98% four fold, ultra-large simulated model consisting of 262400 Si atoms generated
by classical molecular dynamics simulation using modified Stillinger-Weber inter-atomic
potential [69, 70] is established where reasonable length scale void morphology evolution
and their signatures in SAXS patterns upon annealing at low and high temperature with and
without the presence of H are discussed in the entire work.
The plan of the dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2, I briefly discussed the historical
perspective of voids and commonly used experimental and simulation methodologies for
the preparation and model generation of a-Si and a-Si:H. Additionally, a short description
of ab initio MD, density functional theorem, SAXS procedure and particularly used some
formulae are also discussed briefly in this chapter. In chapter 3, the effect of void size, shape,
number density and distribution on the simulated scattering intensity in small-angle region
are discussed. Effect of low temperature annealing on the nanostructure of void in classical
molecular dynamics models are discussed in chapter 4. The evolution of nanovoid at low
and high temperature in ab initio models, a comparison between the classical model and the
role of hydrogen dynamics are discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND METHODS

2.1

Historical Perspective of Voids

Voids in pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon/germinium are the extended defects and
density deficient region owing an empty space. Based on defect density and material quality
voids can be isolated and interconnected. Presence of voids obscure the electronic properties
of the materials. So, it is essential to identify the the morphology (concentration, size, shape
and distribution) of voids before establishing the materials in actual device application.
There are several experimental and theoretical studies over the time addressing for the study
of voids, which is briefly discussed in early section of this chapter.
The presence of voids in amorphous silicon (a-Si) and amorphous germanium (a-Ge)
was first postulated by Brodsky and Title in 1969 [25] and the crack-like voids were first
observed by Terence and Klaus after two years, with the help of High-Resolution Electron
Microscope [71]. In 1971, Galeener have studied the effect of internal roughness on the
optical absorption and reported that voids in a-Ge were ellipsoidal vacuum spaces of various
sizes having identical shapes and they could occupy up to 5% volume fraction in the host
material [72]. After three years, Shevchik and Paul used experimental small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) technique to investigate the size of the voids in a-Si and a-Ge prepared
by sputtering, evaporation and electro-deposition, where they reported that in evaporated
a-Si and a-Ge, the density deficient can be about 4% and 5% respectively and the sizes
of the voids were speculated as 5-50 Å [73] based on the spherical radius as suggested by
Lecther and Schmidth [74]. Peter D’Antonio et al. [38] in 1979 have observed an extensive
scattering form a-Si:H and they reported the similar distribution of the void in a-Si:H as
observed in evaporated a-Si.
In 1980, Postal et al. have used small-angle neutron (SAN) scattering measurement
in pure, hydrogenated, and deuterated samples of amorphous silicon a-Si:H and reported
that the larger area of the voids were covered by hydrogen. They also reported the partial
structure factors in wavevector range 0.007-8.75 Å−1 [35]. After half a decade Craven
et al. [37] have reported a small effect of hydrogenation on the void dimension in a-Si
by small-angle scattering (SAS) measurement. Immediately, in 1986, Chenevas-Paul et
al. [36] reported the intense SAN Scattering from the a-Si and a-Si:H. Biswas et al. [66]
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in 1989 reported that, presence of voids produced strong SAXS patterns in small-angle
region and lowered the vibrational density of states in a-Si. In the same year, Mahan et al.
[40] have used SAXS study and showed that the presence of micro-voids in device-quality
a-Si:H where the volume fraction of microvoids was found to be dependent on the substrate
temperature. Also, by doing tilting SAXS experiment, Mahan et al. [40] have reported
that microvoids in a-SiC:H was non-oriented or spherical and oriented or columnar in nondevice quality a-Si:H. Williamson et al. [57] in the same time, studied device-quality glow
discharge deposited a-Si:H by using SAXS and reported that interior surface of microvoids
contain 4-9 bonded H atoms in cluster form.
In 1992, Muramatsu et al. [39] have studied a-Si:H, a-Ge and a-Si1−x Gex :H alloy
prepared from plasma enhance chemical vapor deposition (PCVD) method using SAXS and
concluded that the scattering characteristics are related to the deposition and composition
condition. After two years, the same group have measured the size of microvoids 50 Å3 and
60 Å3 in a-Si:H and a-SiGe:H alloy by positron-annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) method
[75]. Again, in 1995, Williamson et al. [76] have studied as-implanted and thermally
annealed a-Si and reported that scattering signals decreased on increasing annealing temperature, where they also introduced nanostructural information of a-Si by arguing that 1.8%
lower density of a-Si compared to c-Si was not from the presence of the void.
Zou et al. [77] in 2000, have studied a-Si again using PAS measurement and reported
that trapped H inside the void or vacancy become mobile in the network with the exposure
of light [77]. Beyer in 2004 [78], have reported that void-related microstructures in a-Si:H
depended on deposition, substrate temperature, annealing, doping, and alloying methods
a-Si:H. In their work, an isolated void was observed in radio-frequency (RF) plasma-grown
a-Si:H sample. After five years, Chakrabarty and Drabold have studied structure and
dynamics of voids in simulated ab initio a-Si model where the dynamics of diffusive H were
discussed [79].
Beyer et al. [80] in 2012, have reported the the distribution of voids where they observed
interconnected voids at ≥ 15 at.% H. In the same work, the density of isolated void in
plasma-grown and in hot-wire grown device-quality a-Si:H were estimated as 1018 cm−3
and and 1021 cm−3 respectively. Biwas et al. [81] in 2014, have observed theoretically
highly irregular voids in simulated a-Si:H with 16% -18% at. H and they have reported the
formation of molecular H inside the microvoids [81]. The same group after a year have
reported the distribution of H in device quality model of a-Si:H and they also have observed
theoretically 3-4 at.% of total H are distributed in isolated phase [82]. Sekimoto et al. [83]
in 2016, have reported that the non bonded H in a-Si:H change the vacancy size distribution
and small vacancies changes to nanovoids. Back in two years P. Biswas et al. [84] have
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reported the number density of microvoids as a function of H concentration. In 2018, Paudel
et al. [85] have studied the effect of shape, size, number density and distribution of voids in
simulated SAXS patterns in ultra-large model of a-Si. Again, Sekimoto et al. [86] in 2018,
have shown the dense restructuring vacancies by non-bonded H and their consequences
on measurement of optical band gap. Recently, Beyer et al. [87] have measured the the
hydrogen diffusion length by using laser scanning technique for annealed a-Si:H which is
very helpful in my work to estimate the effect non-bonded and diffusing H in nanostructure
evolution in pure and H rich a-Si.
However, void related microstructures in a-Si and a-Si:H have studied since 1969, there
are few counts of experimental and theoretical works addressing the voids morphology. In
our work, we have try to explore some hidden information of voids like shape reconstruction. To the end, the shape parameter sphericity Φs is evaluated to explain the degree of
reconstruction via annealing samples and methods of simulation.
2.2

Experimental Sample Preparation

Pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon model can be simulate and prepare experimentally. The general preparation of a-Si:H involve non-equilibrium processes such that their
properties depend on the method of preparation [5]. Common experimental methods are;
sputtering, quenching, annealing, as-implantation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and
plasma enhance chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). To characterize the structure of the experimental sample, X-ray scattering [40] and neutron diffraction [88] methods are generally
used. NMR [44, 89] and IR experimental [42, 90–92] methods are used for Si-H bonding
configurations. This work is theoretical and computational, so the entire work is based on
computer generated model.
2.3

Computer Model Generation

Experimental methods mention in above paragraph for the characterization of structural
aspects of pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon are not quite enough, so the computer
simulation and modeling of a-Si and a-Si:H are essential where a comparison of the simulated results with the experimental results leads to a better understanding of the nanostructure
in a-Si and a-Si:H. Initially, the structure of a-Si was believed to be continuous random
network (CRN). Polk[93] in 1971, built first CRN model of a-Si by hand but nowadays
models are generated on computer. Wooten, Winer and Weaire [94] in 1984, first developed
a computer algorithm (bond transpositions) and applied to generate a realistic model of
a-Si where radial distribution function (RDF) was in good agreement with the experiment.
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Computer simulations for a-Si model generation are divided into two board methods. They
are stochastic and deterministic methods, where two powerful computer simulations Monte
Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) are well established for many-body systems.
In MC methods, the best model is considered the lowest energy configuration which used
to search by displacing atomic positions, changing bond angles and bond length, etc. On
searching minimum energy configuration, an empirical or semi-empirical potential like
Keating [95], Stillinger-Weber [69] and Tersoff [96] etc are often used. Improve WWW
algorithm by Barkema and Mousseau is capable of producing amorphous silicon model [68],
which is considered as high-quality model. For very large model of a-Si WWW algorithm is
not well suited because because of high computation cost for energy and force calculations
associated with the purposed bond transposition. Therefore, alternative method or model
generations scheme with different interaction potentials are in used.
2.4

Molecular Dynamics Simulation

In molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, the potential energy or interaction model is
essential. Initial guess position and velocity of atoms are updated by using a finite difference
scheme, where Newton’s equation of motion are integrated for all atoms and force is derived
from potential energy [97]. Generally the total simulation time of 10 ps to 1µs are used
depending upon the model. The sequence of the MD move are collected in phase space
where the trajectory can be drawn as a function of time. Time average and other properties
are calculated from the trajectory. Thermodynamic quantities like pressure, temperature
or the number of particles are controlled by choosing the statistical ensemble usually
microcanonical (NVE) and canonical (NVT) in some cases. For the study of voids in a large
simulated model of a-Si we have used classical MD simulations in a canonical ensemble
where trajectory of atom are determined by integrating the equation of motion using the
velocity Verlet algorithm. The interaction potential used is the modified Stillinger-Weber
potential.
2.4.1

Stillinger-Weber Potential

For system of N identical atom total interaction is the sum of all possible interactions. In
a-Si there is no long-range order. So, Modified Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential is estimated
by considering the pair-interaction term (two-body and three-body) as[69, 98],
φ (1, ......, N) = ∑ v2 (i, j) +
i< j

∑
i< j<k
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v3 (i, j, k)

(2.1)

where,
(
v2 (ri j ) = ε f2 (ri j /σ )
v3 (rr i , r i , r i ) = ε f3 (rr i /σ , r j /σ , r k /σ )

(2.2)

In the above equation, ε and σ are chosen to have f2 (depth) value −1 and minimum at
r = |rr i − r j | = 21/6 . Functions, f2 and f3 are defined as,
(
f2 (r) = A(Br−p − r−q ) exp[δ /(r − b)], r < b
(2.3)
f2 (r) = 0, r >= b
and
f3 (rr i , r j , r k ) = h(ri j , r jk , θ jik ) + h(r ji , r jk , θi jk ) + h(rki , rk j , θik j )

(2.4)

where,
θi jk is the angle subtended by r i j and r ik at vertex i. And,
1
h(ri j , r jk , θ jik ) = λ exp[γ(ri j − b)−1 + γ(rik − b)−1 ] × [cos θ jik + ]2 , λ > 0
3

(2.5)

In the above equations, λ , A, B, p, q, γ, δ are SW parameters. They have different value for
Si and Ge. Parameter b (cut off) is chosen between the first and second nearest-neighbor.
2.5 Ab initio Molecular Dynamics
The first-principle or ab initio MD simulation is based on quantum mechanics, where
electronic structures are calculated by solving electronic Schrodinger’s equation providing
the position of nuclei and the number of electrons. Using ab initio method, better quality of
a-Si model has been simulated [99–102]. A protocol of ab initio MD is shown in Fig. 2.1.
An ab initio MD methods [101, 103] treat both atomic and electronic states of the system
self-consistently. Car and Parrinello [104] introduced a powerful ab initio MD method which
is MD combined with density functional theory (DFT). Their approach extends beyond
usual pair-potential approximation and allows the simulation of the covalently-bonded and
metallic system. The results from the first-principle or ab initio and DFT methods are very
close to the experiments so, they are widely used in simulation research for amorphous
silicon [94, 104].
2.6

Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory was first given by Thomas and Fermi and they purposed that
the knowledge of electron density n(rr ) is a fundamental variable for the determination
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart for ab initio MD method.
of the ground state and other properties of the atomic system [105, 106]. The electronelectron interaction energy can be determined from the classical Coulomb potential. Hartree
developed a method for calculating the wave function of an atom by introducing the selfconsistent field (SCF) approach [107, 108]. Dirac introduced an exchange energy for
homogeneous electron gas and recast the Hartree-Fock theory in terms of density function
[109]. In SCF approach, the wave function of N-electron system can be written as;
Ψ(rr 1 , r 2 , r 3 ....rr N ) = ψ1 (rr 1 )ψ2 (rr 2 )ψ3 (rr 3 )...ψN (rr N )

(2.6)

where, ψi (rr i ) is the wave function of electron. The ground state density n(rr ) for N atoms is,
Z

n(rr ) = N

drr 2 ....drr N |Ψ(rr 1 , r 2 , r 3 ....rr N )|2

(2.7)

Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) functional [110] with the electron-electron interaction classical
Coulomb potential (Vee ) and is the kinetic energy of noninteracting electron gas (Ts ) is,
F[n(rr )] =< Ψ|Ts +Vee |Ψ >

(2.8)

The ground state energy is approximated [111] as,
Z

E[n(rr ),Vext ] =

drrVext (rr )n(rr ) + F[n(rr )]

(2.9)

Here, Vext is the external potential of the electron-ion interactions. Kohn and Sham decompose energy functional [110] in terms of exchange correlation energy (Exc ).
e2
F[n(rr )] = Ts [n(rr )] +
2

Z Z

n(rr )n(rr 0 )
drr drr 0 + Exc [n(rr )]
(rr − r 0 )
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(2.10)

Effective potential
Z

Ve f f (rr ) = Vext (rr ) +

n(rr 0 )
δ Exc n(rr )
+
|rr − r 0 |
δ n(rr )

(2.11)

With the variational principle and Kohn-Sham single-particle orbitals φi (rr ), Schrodinger-like
Khon-Sham equation is written as,


1 2
− ∇ +Ve f f (rr ) φi (rr ) = εi φi (rr )
2

(2.12)

Solving this equation, electronic density of all electronic state are obtained in terms of
Khon-Sham orbitals and the occupation numbers fi as,
N

n(rr ) = ∑ fi |φi (rr )|2

(2.13)

i=1

Exc can be calculated using local density approximation (LDA) [110]
LD
Exc

Z

=

drr n(rr )εxc [n(rr )]

(2.14)

where, εxc [n(rr )] is the exchange and correlation energy per particle. This is a good approximation for almost constant density. For varying density, generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) is used which assume εxc [n(rr )] is a function of electron density as well as the gradient
LD [n(rr )] → E LD [n(rr ), ∇n(rr )].
of the density at each point [112, 113]. In that case, Exc
xc
Likewise in the experiment, a realistic simulated model is characterized by calculating
radial distribution functions (RDF) [114] or pair correlation functions (PCF) [5], bond angle
distribution functions [94], reducible and irreducible ring statistics [115]. Based on the
research problem, electronic density of states (EDOS) and vibrational density of states
(VDOS) are also calculated for the electronic [116] and vibrational [117, 118] properties
of the models respectively. In addition, simulated SAXS patterns are also analyzed for the
characterization of the network morphology.
2.7

Characterization of Simulated Models

To characterize the simulated models, we examine the two and three-body correlations.
In a-Si and a-Si:H radial distribution function (RDF) and bond angle distribution provide
the two-body and three-body correlation respectively. Generally, RDF and average bond
angle and its mean square (RMS) fluctuation are examined for all simulated models before
further analysis. Additionally, coordination defect, dihedral angle and ring statistics are also
calculate to characterize the simulated models. Characteristic properties of the simulated
model include number of atoms, simulation length, density, average bond lengths, average
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bond angle and RMS deviation in bond angles. In my work, the primary interest is the
characteristic features of the voids, where I used simulated SAXS method to examine the
morphology of voids in pure and hydrogenated amorphous silicon.
2.8

Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering Simulation

Small-angle X-ray scattering is a widely used analytical method for the structure of materials
in terms of average particle sizes and shapes. SAXS method can be used in solid, liquid
and gaseous or any other mixed materials. Generally, the X-ray beam incident on sample
in the transmission mode and every particle in the sample sent out its signal such that an
average structure of all illuminated particles in the bulk sample is measured. If X-rays
incident almost parallel to the surface then scattering signals are in reflection mode, which
is variant of SAXS called grazing incident (GI)-SAXS. GI-SAXS measure the average
structure and relative positional order on surface. SAXS method is non-destructive and it
requires minimal sample preparation. So that its application extended to biological materials,
polymers, colloids, chemicals, nanocomposites, disorder materials, metals and minerals
research.
In SAXS, X-ray incident with small angle 2θ ranging from 0.1◦ - 10◦ on the sample
and scatter elastically. The wavelength of X-radiations usually in the order of particle
spacing. Advance feature of SAXS is the ability to analyze the internal structure of the
disorder systems with random arrangement of density inhomogeneities of colloid size 101 104 Å. SAXS is better technique as compared to microscopy in terms average representative
structure. However, SAXS measurement was started in 1938 after the Guinier work, it
is still refining with the advancement in experiment and computer simulation [119–121].
When X-rays incident on atom, they interacts with electrons and and nucleus. But nuclei are
103 heavier than electron and as a result nuclear scattering is negligible. If the particles in
the sample are all identical in shape and size they are called mono-disperse, otherwise the
sample is poly-disperse. If the particles are far away form each other, then it is called dilute
sample. In many particle system, diffuse scattering was first implemented by R. Lazzari in
simulation [122]. In the entire work, disorder material particularly a-Si and a-Si:H are used
as the sample.
SAXS analysis in the simulation used spherical averaging to produce one or two dimensional structural informations. In SAXS intensity profile, three regions; Guinier, Fourier and
Porod are definced based on wavevector (k = 4πsinθ /λ ) range.The SAXS intensity provide
the size, shape, and general structure of the sample through direct calculations of the radius
of gyration in the Guinier region. The pair distribution function are extracted from indirect
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Figure 2.2: Regions in SAXS patterns
Fourier transformation in Fourier region and volume of correlation and the Porod invariant
are estimated in the Porod region as shown below. Common SAXS methods are; Debye
formula, static structure factor, Cubature formula, Zernike polynomials, multipole expansion, numerical or spherical quadrature, Monte-Carlo sampling and grid or course-grained
models of the structure [123, 124]. In my work, SAXS simulation is done based on the static
structure factor which involve atomic form factors.
2.8.1

Atomic form factor

Atomic form factor per electron is given by,
Z

fe =

e

2πi k k
(k −k 0 ).kk r
λ

ρ(rr )drr

(2.15)

With the spherical symmetry, above equation simplifies as,
Z ∞

fe =

4πr2 ρ(r)

0

sin(kr)
dr
kr

(2.16)

Then the atomic form factor is the sum of the form factor of all electrons. i.e.
Z ∞

f = ∑ fen = ∑
n

n

0

4πr2 ρn (r)

sin(kr)
dr
kr

(2.17)

Here, ∑n 0∞ 4πr2 ρn (r) is the total number of the electron in an atom. The atomic form
factor calculation follow the spherically symmetric atom using self-consistent Hartree-Forck
R
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Table 2.1: Cromer-Mann coefficients for Si.
Atom
a1
a2
a3
Si
6.292 3.035 1.989
H
0.493 0.323 0.14

a4
1.541
0.041

b1
b2
b3
b4
c
2.439 32.334 0.678 81.694 1.141
10.511 26.126 3.142 57.8 0.003

wave functions calculated by Don and Cromer using 9 fitting suggested parameter [125].
The atomic form factor of each atom at any given scattering angle is written in terms if
fitting parameters ai , bi and cwhich are listed in table 2.1 below.
4

f (k) = ∑ ai exp(−bi k2 ) + c

(2.18)

i=1

The sum of the Cromer-Mann coefficients as k → 0 is the atomic number of atom.
2.8.2

Scattering Intensity

Scattering intensity for an assembly of atoms in electron unit is written as [126, 127],
I = f f∗
(2.19)
where, f = ∑m fm = ∑m e

2πi k k
(k −k 0 ).rr m
λ

and f ∗ = ∑n fn = ∑n e

I = ∑ ∑ fm fn e

2πi k k
(k −k 0 ).rr n
λ

2πi k k
(k −k 0 ).kk r mn
λ

(2.20)

m n

In this equation an exponential term with spherical symmetry gives
I(k) = ∑ ∑ fm fn
m n

sin krmn
krmn

such that,

sin(krmn )
krmn

(2.21)

This Debye formula for scattering intensity. As krmn → 0, sinkrkrmnmn → 1. It simplifies as,
I(k) = ∑m ∑n fm fn Assuming the m atoms at the origin, the above equation can be split as,
I(k) = ∑ f 2 + ∑
m

∑

m m6=n

f2

sin(krmn )
krmn

(2.22)

Introducing local density ρ0 and using the spherically symmetric scattering factor above
equation can be split as,
I(k) = ∑ f 2 + ∑ f 2
m

m

Z

4πr2 [ρ(r) − ρ0 ]

sin kr
dr + ∑ f 2
kr
m
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Z

4πr2 ρ0

sin kr
dr
kr

(2.23)

In amorphous network, no long range order exit such that density function ρr → ρ0 for large
r. Third term is extremely small and can be negligible. So, scattering intensity in medium
range order is written as,
Z ∞

2

I(k) = N f [1 +
0

4πr2 (ρ(r) − ρ0 )

With the definition of radial distribution function g(r) =

sin(kr)
dr]
kr
ρ(r)
ρ0 ,

(2.24)

reduced radial distribution

function G(r) defined as,
G(r) = 4πρ0 r[g(r) − 1]

(2.25)

and structure factor monoatomic system defined as,
Z ∞

S(k) = 1 +

rG(r)
0

sin(kr)
dr
kr

(2.26)

the scattering intensity is simplified as,
I(k)
= f 2 S(k)
N

(2.27)

Above equations 2.19- 2.27 work for the monoatomic system. For diatomic system the
scattering intensity is calculated based on the partial structure factors as [126, 127],
I(k)
= fα2 (xα xβ + xα2 Sαα (k)) + fβ2 (xα Xβ + xα2 Sβ β (k)) + 2 fα fβ xα xβ (Sαβ (k) − 1) (2.28)
N
where,
Z ∞

Sαβ (k) = 1 +
xα =

Nα
N , xβ

=

Nβ
N

0

rGαβ (r)

sin(kr)
dr
kr

(2.29)

are atomic fractions and fα and fβ are form factors of α and β atoms.

Once the scattering intensity is calculated then the average radii of gyration of the inhomogeneities is calculated using Guinier’s approximation [119]. The asymptotic behavior of
scattering intensity in small wavevector (k).
I(k) = I(0)exp(

−k2 rg2
)
3

(2.30)

where, rg is the Guinier radius. In my work, scattering intensity is calculated based on the
static structure factor, where the integral is calculated by using Fillon’s method [128].
2.8.3

Oscillatory Integral

For an oscillatory function Felon’s integration method applied to estimate the accurate
integral value. In our static structure factor, the second term contains an oscillatory function
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G(r). Felon’s method uses every three consecutive polynomials and calculate the integral
value. In an interval [0, rc ] with n-value of G(r) there will be n0 = n/2 − 1 polynomials. For
every value of wavevectors k there will be three polynomials j j, j j + 1 and j j + 2 such that,
integral
Z j j+2

sin{k(ii)rG(r)}dr = h[α(G(2 j j) cos{k(ii)r( j j)} − G(2 j j + 2) cos{k(ii)r(2 j j + 2)})+

jj

1
1
β ( G(2 j j) sin{k(ii)r(2 j j)} + G(2 j j + 2) sin{k(ii)r(2 j j + 2))+
2
2
γ(G(2 j j + 1) sin{k(ii)r(2 j j + 1)})]
(2.31)
where h = rii+1 − rii and α, β and γ are defined based on the value of θ = hk. For θ < 0.1

2 3
2 5
2
7

α = 45 θ − 315 θ + 4725 θ
2 2
4 4
2 6
4
(2.32)
β = 23 + 15
θ − 105
θ + 567
θ − 22275
θ8


4
2 2
1 4
1
1
6
8
γ = 3 − 15 θ + 270 θ − 11340 θ + 997920 θ
If θ > 0.1 then


2
1
1
2

α = θ + θ 2 sin θ cos θ − θ 3 sin θ
β = θ22 + θ22 cos2 θ − θ43 sin θ cos θ


γ = θ43 sin θ − θ42 cos θ

(2.33)

The structure factor and hence scattering intensity in desired k range are obtained by
summing all integral value for all k.
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Chapter 3
SMALL-ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING SIMULATION

In this chapter nanostructural inhomogeneities in ultra-large model of amorphous silicon
are studied by using simulated small-angle X-ray scattering. The outline of this chapter is
as follows. Introduction of the small-angle X-ray scattering and it capability in solid and
condensed phase system are discussed in section 3.1. Simulation method for generating
high-quality ultra-large model of a-Si, characteristic properties, model validation and SAXS
analysis methods are discussed in section. 3.2. The effect on simulating SASX patterns due
to the morphology; size, shape, concentration and distribution of voids are the key results of
this work which are discussed in section 3.3. Finally, the results are summarized in section
3.4. The work presented in this chapter, is elaborated from the published results by Durga
Paudel, Raymond Atta-Fynn, David A. Drabold, Stephen R. Elliott and Parthapratim Biswas
in Physical Review B 97, 184202 (2018).
3.1

Introduction

Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) technique has been used in experiment as well as
in simulation for perfect ordered, disordered, particularly ordered and randomly oriented
systems in material science, molecular biology, biophysics, polymer science in all phases.
Importance of SAXS initially identified by Guinier in late 1930s, after that it has been
considerably used in probing structural properties of various non-crystalline materials such
as nanocomposites, alloys, glasses, ceramics, and polymers [121, 129, 130]. It provides the
inner topology and direct structural informations on such systems with inhomogeneities
ranging from 101 -104 Å [121,131,132]. So, the SAXS is a well established extensive method
for studying extended length scale of structural inhomogeneities in amorphous solids and
condense-phase systems. SAXS is particularly useful in identifying low-resolution structural
characteristics of disordered and partially-ordered objects in the nanometer (nm) length
scale, which is often complemented with the results from X-ray diffraction and NMR
measurements [133].
Nowadays, the refinement of SAXS method via advance instruments and the availability
sources of high-brilliance X-rays have led to the advancement and emergence of the SAXS
as a primary tool in structural biology for the study of an array of biological objects such as
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large macromolecules [134], biopolymers, RNA folding [135, 136] multi-domain proteins
with flexible linkers [137] and intrinsically disordered proteins [138]. Despite the huge
progress and the well-known applications of SAXS in probing structural information on
the morphology and compactness of the scattering objects (e.g. macromolecules/proteins
in a solution or voids in an amorphous environment), it is impossible to determine the
direct three-dimensional structure of scatterers primarily based on the content information
of given dataset unless an extra information is available to complement the SAXS data.
In SAXS, the distribution of the scatterers in real space produces a rotational averaging
of the scattering intensity in the reciprocal space, the missing of directional (or phase)
information between the scatterers makes it very difficult to to extract the three-dimensional
shape of a mono-disperse scattering objects from one-dimensional scattering intensities. For
poly-dispersed objects in bimolecular system, probing structural information is further more
acute, so high-resolution X-ray crystallography and NMR data are providing additional
information for structure of the constituents or sub-units of the scattering objects in order
to form a three-dimensional structural model [139] along with the analysis of SAXS data.
There is also a complications arise in interpreting and translating experimental SAXS data
from the reciprocal-space to the real-space having the finite size of the collected data set, at
some specific points in the reciprocal space. Moore [140] in an authoritative treatment has
simplified this problem by introducing an idea based on the sampling theorem of Shannon,
which provides an elegent ansatz to extract the full information contained in a given dataset
and to estimate the errors (of the parameters) associated with the analysis.
Given the complexity involved in the analysis of experimental SAXS data and the
subsequent determination of a three-dimensional model of the scattering objects, a natural
approach to address the problem is to study the relationship between the SAXS intensity
and the structure of scattering objects by directly simulating the scattering intensity from
realistic model configurations, obtained from independent calculations. In the context
of studying extended-scale inhomogeneities in non-crystalline solids, namely voids in
amorphous silicon (a-Si), such an approach would be particularly convenient provided that
high-quality structural models of an appropriate size, which are necessary to simulate the
scattering intensity in the small-angle region, are available for the intensity calculations.To
this end, in this work, we address the macrostructural properties of voids in a-Si with
particular emphasis on the relationship between the (simulated) intensity from SAXS and
the shape, size, density, and the spatial distribution of the voids in amorphous silicon. While
the problem has been studied extensively using experimental SAXS data from pure and
hydrogenated amorphous silicon, there exist only a few computational studies [66, 67] that
have attempted to address the problem using relatively small-size models of a-Si. Since
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the intensity in the small-angle region of the reciprocal space is connected to the real space
through Fourier transformations, one requires a significantly large model to ensure that any
structural correlations that originate from the distant atoms are properly incorporated to
produce the correct long-wavelength behavior the scattering intensity. Accurate simulations
of SAXS were particularly hampered in the past by the lack of appropriately large structural
models of a-Si, with a linear size of several tens of angstroms, which are necessary for
reliable computation of the scattering intensity in the small-angle region. Recently, de Graff
and Thorpe [141] have studied the long-wavelength limit of the structure factor of a-Si,
using a 105 -atom model, and have examined the behavior of S(k) in the small-angle region.
Likewise, Xie et al. [1] have reported a high-resolution structure factor of as-implanted and
annealed samples of a-Si, using transmission X-ray scattering measurements, to examine
the degree of hyper-uniformity in a-Si by extrapolating the measured structure factor in the
infinite-wavelength limit. In work work, we are addressing the behavior of the structure
factor in the small-angle region using ultra-large models of a-Si containing as high as
2.624 × 105 atoms.
3.2
3.2.1

Computational Methods
Ultra-large model of a-Si

The objective of this work is to study the structure of extended-scale inhomogeneities in
the nanometer length scale and present their statistical properties by simulating small-angle
X-ray scattering. Here, we are primarily interested in small wave vector region in the range
of 0–1 Å−1 . To study the void or inhomogeneities with a typical linear size (diameter) of
l ≈ 10–20 Å, it requires the appropriate structural models. The corresponding scattering
vector k = 2π/l lies in the range ≈ 0.6–0.3 Å−1 . Towards the goal, we generated two
atomistic models M1 and M2 of amorphous silicon, which comprised 262400 Si atoms.
The model was generated using classical molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations in the
canonical ensemble with the Stillinger-Weber interatomic potential [69, 70]. The MD time
step was 1 f s and Nose-Hoover thermostat [142–144] was used to control the simulation
temperature. The simulations proceeded as follows. First, the initial random configurations
were generated by randomly placing Si atoms in a cubic box at a density of 2.25 g/cm3 . Then,
each configurations was equilibrated a temperature of 1800 K for 10 ps. After equilibration
at 1800 K, each configuration was cooled to 300 K over a time period of 50 ps. Finally, the
total energy of each output configuration at the end of the 300 K dynamics was minimized
using the limited-memory BFGS algorithm [145,146] to obtain the equilibrium configuration.
We refer to the equilibrium configurations as M-1 and M-2; these configurations were used
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for the SAXS simulations and analysis.
3.2.2

Simulation of SAXS intensity of amorphous Silicon

The scattering intensity of a-Si depends on the distribution of Si atoms in the system. For
the scattering intensity for an ensemble consisting of N Si atoms [Ref. Eq.(2.20)],
N N

I(k) = ∑ ∑ fm (k) fn (k) exp[ik.rmn ],

(3.1)

m n

all individual atom contribute to atomic form factor fi (k) and the structural information
follows from the (position) distribution of the constituent atoms in the system. Here, the
wavevector k is the difference between the scattered (k f ) and incident (ki ) wave vectors, and
its magnitude is given by k = |k f −ki | = 4π sin θ /λ , where 2θ and λ are the scattering angle
and the wavelength of the incident X-ray radiation (e.g.,1.54 Å for Cu Kα line), respectively.
While Eq. (3.1) can be evaluated directly for small systems, it is computationally very
demanding and infeasible to compute the intensity for large models with hundreds of
thousands of atoms. Since it is necessary to minimize the surface effects by taking into
account the periodic boundary conditions, one needs to evaluate the double summation in
Eq. (3.1) in order to compute the intensity values. Further, the computation of configurationalaverage values of the intensity, for a given k, requires averaging over all possible directions
of k over a solid angle of 4π. Finally, using the well-known sampling theorem of Shannon
and Weaver [147] Moore has shown in an authoritative work that in order to extract the full
information content of SAXS signal, one must compute or measure the scattering intensity
at equally spaced points, also known as Shannon channels, ki such that ∆k ≤ π/l, where l is
maximum linear size of the particles or inhomogeneities dispersed in the system.[140, 148]
These considerations lead to the conclusion that for a system with 105 atoms, one requires to
compute approximately 1015 operations in order to obtain the intensity plot from Eq. (3.1).
The conventional approach is to carry out the averaging procedure analytically by introducing
a pair-correlation function g(r), which is associated with the probability of finding an atom
at a distance r, given that there is an atom at r = 0. By invoking the assumptions that the
system is homogeneous and isotropic, and that the strong peak near k=0, originating from a
constant density term, does not provide any structural information and thus can be removed
from consideration, one arrives at the same expression as in chapter 2 Eq. (2.27). So the
scattering intensity for our mono-dispersed system is,
F(k) =

I(k)
= f 2 (k) S(k),
N
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(3.2)

where
S(k) = 1 +
≈ 1+

4πρ0
k

Z ∞

r(g(r) − 1) sin kr dr

0

Z R

r G(r)
0

sin kr
dr.
kr

(3.3)

In Eq. (3.2), we have introduced the reduced distribution function G(r) = 4πρ0 r(g(r) − 1).
For computational purposes, it is also necessary to replace the upper limit of the integral
by a large but finite cutoff distance R beyond which (g(r) − 1) is expected to vanish. The
cutoff distance R is generally, but not necessarily, chosen to be the half of the box length
for a cubic model of linear size L. Equation (3.2) can be readily employed to compute the
structure factor reliably in the wide-angle limit but the difficulty remains for very small
values of k. It has been shown by Levashov et al.[149], that g(r) converges to unity very
slowly and at finite temperature there exists small but intrinsic fluctuations even for a very
large value of R. In the small-angle limit, the term sin(kr)/kr in Eq. (3.3) changes very
slowly but the fluctuations in (g(r) − 1) grow considerably beyond a certain radial distance
Rc due to the presence of r2 term in the integrand. Thus, Rc must be as large as possible to
extract structural information for small k values. It is often convenient to write Eq. (3.3) in
two parts by introducing a damping factor γ(r) in the region r > Rc . The resulting equation
now reads,
S(k) ≈ 1 +

Z Rc

rG(r)
0

sin kr
dr +
kr

Z R

γ(r)rG(r)
Rc

sin kr
dr.
kr

(3.4)

Computational studies on G(r) in a-Si, using large simulated models, indicate that the
optimum value of Rc is of the order of 30–40 Å. Beyond this distance, it is difficult to
distinguish g(r) from numerical noise and the accuracy of the integral in Eq. (3.3) is found
to be affected by the presence of growing oscillations in rG(r). To mitigate the effect of the
truncation of the upper limit of the integral at small k values, we have used an exponential
damping factor, γ(r) = exp[−(r − Rc )/σ ], in the region r > Rc . Numerical experiments
indicate that a choice of Rc = 35–40 Å and σ = 1 Å is appropriate for our models. Since
structural information on extended-scale inhomogeneities generally resides beyond the first
few neighboring shells, this observation implies that even with very large models one must be
careful to interpret the simulated values of the scattering intensity below k = 2π/Rc ≈ 0.1 Å.
Once the structure factor is available, the reduced scattering intensity, F(k), can be obtained
from Eq. (3.2), where the atomic-form factor can be obtained from the International Tables
for Crystallography[150] or from a suitable approximated from of f (k) [151, 152]. At a
finite temperature T , the expression for the reduced intensity in Eq. (3.2) is multiplied by the
Debye-Waller (DW) factor, exp(−2M), where M = (8π 2 sin2 θ /λ 2 )(u2 /3) and u2 (T ) is the
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Figure 3.1: The variation of rG(r) with r for M-1 model (262400 atoms) of a-Si. Growing
fluctuations in rG(r) beyond 30 Å is shown in inset figure, this fluctuation affect the
evaluation of integral in Eq. (3.4).
mean-square displacement of Si atoms in the amorphous state. The Debye-Waller-corrected
reduced intensity can be stated as,
FDW (k, T ) = exp(−2M) F(k).

(3.5)

The calculation of the Debye-Waller factor for the amorphous state is by itself an interesting
problem and it is related to the vibrational dynamics of the atoms at a given temperature.
The factor plays an important role in extracting structural information from X-ray scattering
data by reducing and redistributing the scattering intensity at high temperature. At room
temperature, the DW factor affects the intensity values only marginally for small values of k
and it can be replaced by unity for computation of scattering intensity in the region k < 1.0
Å−1 .
3.2.3

Geometry of voids in a-Si for SAXS simulation

In order to examine the relationship between the morphology of voids and the intensity of
small-angle X-ray scattering in a-Si, it is necessary to construct a variety of void distributions
in a-Si networks, characterized by different shapes, sizes, and number densities of voids.
Since experimental data from infrared (IR) [42, 153] nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
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Figure 3.2: A schematic representation of the voids, where the length scales included Rv , d
and D are void size, interface width, and the surface to surface distance between two voids
respectively.
[46, 58, 89, 154] positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) [75, 155, 156] and implanted
helium-effusion measurements [78, 80] suggest that the percentage of void-volume fraction
( fv ) in a-Si varies from 0.1% to 0.3% of total volume of the samples, and the typical size
or radius (Rv ) of the voids ranges from 5 Å to 10 Å, we restricted ourselves to generate
structural models of a-Si with voids that simultaneously satisfy both the requirement of
void-volume fraction and the size of the voids. Toward that end, we have introduced voids
with spherical, ellipsoidal, and cylindrical shapes by randomly generating void centers in
two model networks, M-1 to M-2, consisting of 262400 Si atoms with a linear size of 176.12
Å.
To ensure that the randomly-generated void distributions in the networks are as realistic
as observed in experiments, we have introduced two additional parameters d and D, which
define the surface/interface width of the voids and the distance between the outer boundaries
of the voids, respectively. This implies that the center-to-center distance, ri j , between
two spherical voids at sites i and j satisfies the constraint ri j ≥ 2(Rv + d) + D. Figure 3.2,
shows a schematic representation of two voids in two dimensions illustrating the relevant
length scales and the geometry of void construction. The inner and outer radii of the circles
correspond to void and void+interface regions with a radius of Rv and Rv + d, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Spherical void in a network of size 10 Å, where void radius (Rv ) and interface
width (d) are 6 Å and 2.8 Å respectively. The bulk and interface region are represented in
yellow and red colors respectively.
The outer surface-to-surface distance, D, between the two voids is also shown in Fig.3.2. By
choosing appropriate values of fv , Rv , and D, one can produce a variety of void distributions,
which are consistent with experimental results as far as the void volume fraction and the
size of the voids are concerned.
For example, by choosing a large (or small) value of D, one can construct a sparse (or
interconnected) distribution of voids. The surface or interface width of a void d defines
the interface atoms on the void surface. Throughout the study, we have used d = 2.8 Å
that corresponds to the maximum nearest-neighbor distance between two silicon atoms in
a-Si. For a given set of fv , Rv , D, and the shape of the voids, one can compute the number
of voids nv = fvV /ν, where ν and V are the volumes associated with an individual void
and the simulation cell, respectively. An example of a spherical void of radius Rv = 6 Å
and interface width of d = 2.8Å is shown in Fig. 3.3, which is embedded in a region of the
network of linear dimension 10 Å.
Table 3.2, lists some characteristic features of voids and the resulting models obtained
by incorporating voids of different shapes, sizes, numbers, and void-volume fractions. In
order to produce a statistically-significant number of voids for a given volume fraction
of voids, the radii of the voids were restricted to 5-8 Å. For fv = 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.3%,
spherical, ellipsoidal and cylindrical voids of different sizes were generated randomly within
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Table 3.1: Characteristic properties of ultra-large model of a-Si used in this dissertation.
Here L, ρ, c, dSi , θavg , and ∆θRMS are simulation box length in Å, mass density in g.cm−3 ,
number density of coordination defect in %, average Si-Si bond length in Å), average bond
angle, and root-mean-square deviation in ◦ respectively.
Model
N
M-1 262400
M-2 262400

L (Å)
176.12
176.12

ρ (g.cm−3 )
2.24
2.24

c dSi (Å)
2.6
2.39
2.6
2.39

θavg
109.23◦
109.23◦

∆θrms
9.26◦
9.20◦

the networks in such a way that none of voids was too close to the boundary of the networks.
Ellipsoidal voids were generated by constructing triaxial ellipsoids with the axes ratio
1

a : b : c = 0.5:1:2 so that the geometric mean radius Rev (=(abc) 3 Rv ) is equal to the radius
Rv of a spherical void for a given fv . For cylindrical voids, the radius of the cylinder was
chosen to be the same as Rv but the ratio of radius to cylindrical height was taken to be 1:3.
To produce realistic distributions of voids, the orientations of the voids for ellipsoidal and
cylindrical cases were generated by constructing a three-dimensional unit random vector
from the center of each void. In this work, we have studied a total of 21 models that are
indicated in column 1 of Table 3.2. Each of the models is indicated by its shape, size, and
the number of voids present in the network. For example, EL6-R6 indicates a model with 6
ellipsoidal voids of radius 6 Å. Similarly, SP6-D12-R6 implies a model with 6 spherical
voids of radius 6 Å, which are separated by the surface-to-surface distance of at least 12 Å.
The total number of bulk atoms (Nb ), surface atoms (Ns ), and void atoms (Nv ), along with
the corresponding void-volume fraction ( fv ), number density of voids per cm3 (nρ ), and the
average radii of gyration (Rg ) of the voids for each model after total-energy relaxation are
listed in Table 3.2.
3.3

Results and Discussion

For extended length scales structure we rely on the small-angle scattering region of wave
vectors k ≤ 1.0 Å−1 . In smaller models as observed by structure is hard to believe in
small wave vector region. So, we ultra-large model, where we are calculating structure in
small-angle region. This is different than earlier other works where the structure factor are
affected by finite-size effects. Because of size of the model high oscillations are appeared in
static structure factor at small angle region in reciprocal space and in rG(r) at large r in real
space.
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Table 3.2: Characteristic properties of a-Si models with void distributions used in this work.
Nb , Ns , and Nv , fv , nρ , Rg , R, R pg and rg are, the total number of bulk atoms, surface atoms,
void atoms, void-volume fraction, number density, calculated average radius of gyration,
actual radius of the void, pseudo-Guinier radius of gyration and Guinier radius of gyration
respectively.
Model

Nb

Nv

SP6-R6
SP3-R8
SP12-R6
SP5-R8
SP18-R6
SP8-R8

261584
261634
260761
261126
259936
260371

259
306
533
508
801
819

EL6-R6
EL3-R8
EL12-R6
EL5-R8
EL18-R6
EL8-R8

261491
261563
260578
261005
259666
260173

260
302
502
513
763
825

CY6-R5
CY3-R6
CY12-R5
CY5-R6
CY18-R4
CY8-R6

261731
261752
261065
261327
260389
260696

260
298
511
494
774
792

SP6-D1-R6
SP6-D8-R6
SP6-D14-R6
SP18-D6-R6
SP18-D12-R6
SP18-D18-R6

261587
261584
261588
259939
259948
259949

256
258
257
790
785
795

3.3.1

Ns
Sphere
557
460
1106
766
1663
1210
Ellipsoid
649
535
1320
882
1971
1402
Cylinder
409
350
824
579
1237
912
Disribution
557
558
555
1671
1667
1656

fv %

nρ (cm−3 )

Rg (R) (Å)

R pg (rg ) (Å)

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.11 ×1019
0.05×1019
0.22×1019
0.09×1019
0.33×1019
0.15×1019

6.13(6.0)
8.09(8.0)
6.13(6.0)
8.09(8.0)
6.13(6.0)
8.09(8.0)

5.3(3.6)
5.8(5.1)
5.3(3.9)
5.3(4.5)
5.3(3.9)
5.8(5.9)

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.11×1019
0.05×1019
0.22×1019
0.09×1019
0.33×1019
0.15×1019

7.3(6.0)
9.66(8.0)
7.31(6.0)
9.66(8.0)
6.15(6.0)
9.66(8.0)

4.9(3.5)
5.3(5.0)
5.3(3.8)
5.8(5.1)
5.8(4.5)
5.8(5.5)

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.11×1019
0.05×1019
0.22×1019
0.09×1019
0.33×1019
0.15×1019

5.83(4.58)
7.73(6.10)
5.78(4.58)
7.74(6.10)
5.8(4.58)
7.75(6.10)

4.6(3.2)
5.3(4.1)
5.3(4.9)
5.8(5.4)
5.8(4.9)
6.3(5.8)

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.11×1019
0.11×1019
0.11×1019
0.33×1019
0.33×1019
0.33×1019

6.13(6.0)
6.13(6.0)
6.09(6.0)
6.13(6.0)
6.13(6.0)
6.09(6.0)

5.3(4.6)
5.3(4.0)
5.3(3.8)
5.3(3.8)
5.8(3.6)
5.3(3.3)

Structure factor of a-Si in the small-angle scattering region

In Table 3.2, we have listed the characteristic structural properties of two models of a-Si,
M-1 and M-2, as mentioned earlier in section 3.2. Each of the models consists of 262400
atoms in a cubic simulation cell of length 176.12 Å, which translates into an average mass
density of 2.24 gram/cm3 . The average bond angle 109.23◦ between the nearest-neighbor
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Figure 3.4: The static structure factors of a-Si for both experiments [1]; annealed and asimplanted samples and the simulation data. Red and green color curve represent experimental
data for annealed and as-implanted samples where as blue curve represent the simulated
data. The static structure factors in wide angle region are included in the inset for the wave
vector up to 30 Å−1 .
atoms is found to be very close to the ideal tetrahedral value of 109.47◦ , with a root-meansquare deviation of 9.2◦ . The average Si-Si bond distance is observed to be about 2.39
Å, which is slightly higher (0.8%) than the equilibrium value of 2.37 Å reported from ab
initio calculations [157]. This observation suggests that the networks have a high degree
of tetrahedral character with minimal strain in the system. The number of coordination
defects is found to be somewhat higher (2.6%) than the values observed in high-quality
WWW[94] or ART [158] models obtained from event-based Monte Carlo simulations.
However, the observed defect density is significantly lower than the results obtained from
MD simulations, which tend to produce a high density of structural defects in the form of
floating and dangling bonds [99, 159]. We will see later in this section that the presence of
such additional coordination defects at low density, which are sparsely distributed on the
atomistic length scale of 2–3 Å, do not affect the scattering region of interest (i.e., smallangle) in the present study. To address the structural properties of the models, we examine
the structure factor (S(k)), of a-Si in the small-k region. The computed S(k) of simulated
ultra-large model of a-Si is compare with the same from high-resolution experimental
structure-factor data of a-Si reported in the literature [3]. Fig.3.4, presents S(k) obtained
by averaging the results from two model M-1 and M-2. The corresponding experimental
data from as-implanted and annealed samples of a-Si, are extracted from Ref.[1]. Here,
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following observation are noticed. (a) The simulated structure factor matches very well
with the experimental data obtained from the annealed and as-implanted samples for k
values up to 30 Å−1 , Ref. inset of Fig. 3.4. (b) A careful observation in the vicinity of
1–2 Å−1 of the simulated and experimental data revealed that the simulated is closer to
the annealed data than to the as-implanted data which is consistent with the expectation
that a-Si models from MD simulations should be structurally and energetically closer to
annealed samples than to as-implanted samples. Annealing of as-implanted samples at low
to moderate temperature (400–500 K) reduces the network imperfection locally and thereby
improves the local ordering, which typically reflects in the first peak of S(k). (c) In the
small-k region, 0.15 ≤ k ≤ 1 Å,−1 S(k) is quite accurate despite the presence of an artificial
damping term in Eq. (3.4) that imposes an effective cutoff length of Rc + 5 σ (≈ 35-40 Å)
on the reduced radial distribution function.
However, a direct comparison of the simulated and it counterpart experimental S(k)
establishes the effectiveness of the numerical approach and the reliability of the simulated
models used in the work, a more precise measurement to examine the accuracy of structurefactor data in the small-k region following the behavior of S(k) in the limit k = 0. Graff and
Thorpe[160] also recently addressed the this behavior S(0) computationally by analyzing
S(k) as k → 0. They reported the S(0) of the order of 0.035 by studying large a-Si models
containing 105 atoms. Similarly, Xie et al.[1] reported S(0) ≈ 0.0075 with the analysis
of high-resolution experimental structure-factor data in the small-angle limit. Although
a full analysis of the behavior of S(k) near k = 0 is outside the scope of the our work,
an extrapolation of S(k) at k = 0, by employing a second-degree polynomial in k in the
region 0.15-1.0 Å−1 , yields a value of 0.0154 ± 0.0017. This value is comparable to the
computed [160]/experimental [1] values. It is an impression of the fact that our models
produce accurate structure-factor data in the small-angle scattering region than any other
simulated models.
3.3.2

Reconstruction of Voids Surfaces

Recent theoretical studies on hydrogenated a-Si, using ab initio density-functional simulations [81, 82, 84] and experimental data from SAXS [57, 161], IR [40, 153] and heliumeffusion measurements [78, 80] indicate that the shape of the voids in a-Si:H can be rather
complex and that it depends on a number of factors, such as the (a) size, (b) number density,
(c) the volume fraction of voids, and (d) the method of preparation and conditions of the
samples/models.
Experimental methods can provide considerable structural information on voids, it is
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Figure 3.5: Reconstruction of a void surfaces after total-energy relaxation in (a) SP18-R6
model and (b) CY8-R6 model. The void surface are drawn with surface atoms lying in
a spherical shell of width 2.8 Å. The red and yellow patches on the surfaces indicate the
regions which are reconstructed via displacement of Si atoms by >10% and ≤ 10% of the
average Si-Si bond length respectively.
highly nontrivial to infer the three-dimensional structure of voids from scattering measurements only. Observed X-ray or neutron scattering data More importantly, experimental
data include general contributions from an array of inhomogeneities with varying shapes
and sizes. So, it is hard to make sure the role of the individual factors in determining the
shape and strength of the measured scattering intensity in small-angle scattering region.
But simulation studies are free from such constraints and they are capable of addressing
systematically the effect of different shapes, sizes, number densities and the nature of the
distributions (e.g., isolated vs. interconnected) of voids or extended-scale inhomogeneities
on scattering intensities. Before addressing these important issues, we examine the restructuring of a spherical void surface and the resulting changes of its shape due to atomic
rearrangements during total energy relaxation of the surface atoms.
Figures 3.5(a) and (b) represent the reconstructed void surface of a spherical void of
radius 6Å, and cylinder void of radius 6Å which are indicated as SP18-R6 and CY8-R6 in
Table 3.2. As stated in section 3.2, voids are an empty cavity of radius r (6 Å for SP18-R6 &
CY8-R6) with an interface width d (2.8Å). Atoms within the region of radii r and r + d are
defined as surface/interface atoms which is vulnerable region due to energy relation. The
calculated radii of gyrations of this assembly of surface atoms before and after total-energy
relaxation determine the degree of the void surface reconstruction and the shape of the void.
For SP18-R6 and CY8-R6, it is observed that ≈ 50% of total surface atoms displaced from
their original position by more than 0.36 Å. This indicates a significant reconstruction of the
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Figure 3.6: Atomic displacements distribution (n(u) vs u) of the void interface atoms in
model SP18-R6 and CY8-R6 after total-energy relaxation. The corresponding reconstructed
surface due to displacement of interface atoms are shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.5(b) in
red color. In the displacement calculation, displacement u < 0.1 Å are neglected and only
u ≥ 0.1 Å are included.
void surface. These atoms are shown in Fig.3.5(a) and Fig.3.5(b) in red colors, along with the
reconstructed regions of the surfaces with red patches. In Fig.3.6 the atomic displacement
values of the corresponding atoms from their original position are presented.
The reconstruction of void surfaces due to total energy relaxation lower the local strain in
the network and as a result the atomic coordination number via topological rearrangements
occur. In Fig. 3.7 the same void in SP18-R6 model is shown where it has been found that
several atoms on the surface of void change their coordination number from 2/3-3/4. Those
atoms are shown with light blue color.
The scattering intensity of the SP18-R6 model, before and after relaxation are compared
in Fig.3.8, where the effect of total energy relaxation on the three-dimensional void-surface
reflective on the scattering intensity is depicted. It is observed that, scattering intensity varies
significantly upon total-energy relaxation. One-dimensional scattering intensity variation,
however it carry limited information associated with three-dimensional restructuring effect
as observed in Fig.3.7.
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SAXS Intensity (Arbitrary Unit)

Figure 3.7: Void network in SP18-R6 model showing the local topological restructuring by
changing coordination number after total energy relaxation. Light blue color represent the
Si atoms of which coordination number increased during the process.
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Figure 3.8: The variation of the scattering intensity due to three-dimensional restructuring
of spherical void surface as shown in Fig.3.7 from SP18-R6 model after the total energy
relaxation. The corresponding intensity from the unrelaxed structure is also included to
examine the effect of relaxation.
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3.3.3

Dependence of SAXS intensity on the volume-fraction of voids

Experimental data on a-Si from SAXS indicates that the scattering intensity in the smallangle limit is sensitive to the size and the total void-volume fraction of the voids present in
the samples [2, 40, 57, 76, 162]. The variation of the scattering intensity with the volume
fraction of the voids is clearly evident from simulations. By introducing nanosized spherical,
ellipsoidal, and cylindrical shapes in ultra-large model of a-Si the dependence of the
scattering intensity for different volume fractions of voids are studied. In this study, we
choose an identical volume of spherical/ellipsoidal/cylindrical voids to ensure that any
variation of the scattering intensity can be solely attributed to the total volume fraction
or concentration of the voids. Following experimental observation [75, 78] we chose the
void-volume fraction in the range 0.1-0.3% by adding different number of voids of identical
volumes and shapes. Figures 3.9(a), 3.9(b) and 3.9(c) show the intensity variation for three
different values of the void-volume fraction for spherical ellipsoidal and cylindrical shapes
respectively. The actual radius for a given shape of the voids was kept same but with
different concentration the numbers of voids in the models were different. The simulated
data in Fig.3.9(a), 3.9(b) and 3.9(c) clearly show that there exist the variation of the intensity
with respect to the total void volumes. For small values of k, the scattering intensity strongly
depends on the volume fraction of the voids and it increases steadily with increasing values
of the void-volume fraction from 0.1% to 0.3%.
3.3.4

Dependence of SAXS intensity on the size of voids

Likewise, the effect of void-volume faction, the effect of the void size on the scatteringintensity in a-Si are addressed by introducing voids of different sizes at a given volumefraction of voids. The results for spherical, ellipsoidal and cylindrical voids for 0.3% are
presented in Figs.3.10(a), 3.10(b), 3.10(c) respectively where a noticeable variation in the
scattering intensity in the small-k region (below 0.4 Å−1 ) observed in all cases. From this
observation, it is concluded that, simulated scattering intensities of larger void is stronger
in all cases. Two different effective of sizes 6 & 8 Å in spherical voids and ellipsoidal
voids and 5 & 6 Å in cylindrical voids are shown in Figs.3.10(a) and 3.10(b), and 3.10(c)
respectively where scattering intensity of 8 Å in spherical and ellipsoidal void and 6 Å in
cylindrical void appeared stronger in small k region.
3.3.5

Effect of void shape on SAXS intensity

In this section, we examine the effect of the void shape on the scattering intensity in the
small-angle region for a-Si. For this purpose, we are comparing the scattering intensity and
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Figure 3.9: The variation of the scattering intensity of three void geometries (a) Sphere, (b)
Ellipsoid, and (c) Cylinder, at three different void-volume fractions or void concentrations.
SAXS intensity in the absence of geometrical void is included in each plot for comparison
purpose.
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Figure 3.10: The scattering intensities for two different void sizes at 0.3% volume-fraction
of voids for spherical, ellipsoidal and cylindrical voids are represented in (a), (b), and (c)
respectively. The total volume-fraction of the voids ( fv ) and average radii of gyration (Rg )
are also included in the plots.
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corresponding Kratky plots for three known geometries voids named Spherical, ellipsoidal
and cylindrical. To observe the shape effect, we are considering the voids of all three
shapes having almost the same individual volume, void concentration and the total volume.
Any difference in SAXS intensity under examination with constraints; total void volume,
individual void volume and void concentration as observed in As in Figs. 3.11(a), 3.11(b),
3.11(c) are purely from the void shape shape. At low void concentration (0.1%), the effect
appear more as compared to high concentrations 0.2% and 0.3%. As, compared to the size
and concentration effect of the scattering intensity of shape effect is appeared less but a
deeply sincere observation shows that, scattering intensity form model with spherical voids
is comparatively stronger than ellipsoidal and cylindrical void at constant individual void
volume, total void volume and void concentration.
The Kratky plot [120] are used to examine the relationship between the shape of voids
and scattering intensities. Where, the variation of k2 Ic (k) with k are plotted in small k region.
The background-corrected intensity Ic is obtained by subtracting the scattering intensity
contribution from the amorphous-silicon matrix with no voids. The real and reciprocal space
information are extracted by comparing the quantity k2 Ic (k) which can analog of rG(r).
Variation of k2 Ic (k) is more sensitive than the conventional intensity I(k), which is the same
as rG(r) is more sensitive to structural ordering than the radial g(r) only. Kratky plots
are very popular and hugely used in probing the structure of biological macromolecules in
solution. In the Kratky plot analysis, the variation of k2 Ic (k) with k for the compact and
globular (i.e., spherical) proteins are distinctly different and stronger than that of partially
disordered and/or unfolded proteins [163, 164]. Specifically, an approximate semicircular
variation of k2 Ic (k) with k observed for a globular protein in the folded state and it gradually
weakens or flattens out becoming partially disordered or unfolded state with the increasing
the degree of structural disorder. In our amorphous network, this observation, we may
expect that the shape dependence of the scattering intensity on a Kratky plot would be
more pronounced for spherical voids than that for long cylindrical or highly elongated
ellipsoidal voids (see Ref.[133]). Figures 3.12(a), 3.12(b) and 3.12(c) show the variation
of k2 Ic (k) for SP, EL, and CY voids at 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3% concentration respectively.
The quantitative understanding of the results are extracted following Deschamps and De
Geuser [165], where k value corresponding to maximum k2 Ic (k) value used to estimate
p
the pseudo-Guinier radius as R pg = (3)/kmax . Claudio et al. [166] has been recently
adopted this approach to estimate the size of silicon nanocrystals in bulk nanocrystalline
(nc) doped silicon from small-angle neutron- scattering data in order to study the effect of
nano structuring on the lattice dynamics of ncdoped silicon. Similarly, Diaz et al. [167]
also used in situ SAXS for the detection of globular Si nanoclusters of size 20–30 Å during
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silicon film deposition by mesoplasma chemical vapor deposition(MPCVD). Our SAXS
intensity profile are more or less identical to the same obtained by other authors for spherical
void, so the similar observations can be extend to the study of other void geometries in their
regular and inhomogeneous structures. The value of R pg obtained from the peak positions
in the scattering intensity for SP,EL and CY voids are indicated in 3.12(a), 3.12(b), and
3.12(c), which ranges from 5.3 Å- 6.3 Å. The presence of multiple peaks in a Kratky plot is
suspected as an indicative of a nonspherical shape of scattering objects. The R pg radii for all
models are calculated and tabulated in Table 3.2. In all case corresponding R pg values are
lesser than the radius of gyration obtained from a conventional Guinier approximation and
the average radii of gyration computed from the spatial distribution of the interface atoms in
the vicinity of voids in a model.
3.3.6

Effect of void spatial distribution on SAXS

This observation is consistent with the earlier experimental studies by Mahanetal [40] and
Leadbetter et al. [168], and the recent study by Young [169], where a weak dependence of
the nature of the scattering curve on the shape of the voids or inhomogeneities was reported
via tilting experiments. It may noted that accurate simulation studies, based on large a-Si
models, are particularly important in studying the dependence of the scattering intensity on
the shape of the voids as it is extremely difficult to control the void shape in experiments
while maintaining the size and total volume fraction of the voids. The effect of the spatial
distribution of the voids on the scattering intensity can be studied conveniently by generating
a number of suitable isolated and clustered distributions of voids in real space. Since the
microstructure of thin-film amorphous silicon is characterized by voids or inhomogeneities
with a varying mass distribution, it is important to examine to what extent a sparse or
clustered distribution of voids/inhomogeneities can affect in the scattering intensity in a-Si.
Experimentally, it has been observed that helium-effusion measurements can determine
the existence of isolated and interconnected voids in thin-film amorphous silicon. Beyer et al.
[78, 80, 170] have shown that the presence He-effusion peaks at low and high temperatures
are associated with the diffusion of He atoms through an interconnected void region and the
trapping of He atoms in a network of isolated voids, respectively. These authors have further
noted that hydrogenated samples of a-Si prepared by the vacuum evaporation technique
can have a high concentration of isolated voids.To examine this, we have studied a number
of models with different spatial distribution of voids. Scattering intensity of six void
distributions with surface-to-surface distance D, 6 Å, 12Å and 18Å at 0.1% volume-fraction
and 1Å, 8Å and 14Å at 0.3% are presented. Figure 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) show the scattering
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intensity value depends on the of the surface-to-surface distance D. Higher values of D
correspond to more sparse distribution of voids which gives weaker scattering.
3.3.7

Guinier’s law and the size of the inhomogeneities from SAXS

In deriving Eq.(3.4) we have noted that a peak in S(k), represented by a delta function,
at k = 0 was excluded explicitly to arrive at the expression for the static structure factor.
Such an exclusion can be readily justified in experiments by recognizing that the central
peak, being dependent on the external shape of the sample, is extremely narrow and thus
it practically coincides with the direct (or incident) beam. Analogously, one may invoke
a similar assumption in computer simulation of SAXS by employing a large but finitesize model of amorphous solids so that the computed values of the intensity at small k
values are minimally affected. Guinier has shown that for a homogeneous distribution of
particles (e.g., voids) in the dilute limit, the intensity of scattering for small value of k
can be approximated as in Eq.(2.30). provided that the particles are distributed randomly
with all possible orientations and krg < 1. In Eq.(2.30), rg is the radius of gyration of the
particles and the inter-particle interaction is neglected owing to the dilute nature of their
distribution. This relationship between the intensity and the wavevector in the small-angle
limit is popularly known as the Guinier’s law and it is frequently employed in experimental
determination of the size of nano-size particles or extended inhomogeneities using SAXS.
In the context of the present work, this suggests that as long as the voids are distributed
randomly (within a large model) in a dilute environment, one should be able to estimate the
size of the voids from the shape of the intensity curve for small values of k. In practice, the
calculation of the scattering intensity from Eq.(2.30) in the small-angle limit is constrained
by the effective cutoff distance (Rc ) of the reduced pair-correlation function and the size (D)
of the inhomogeneities, which determine the lower and upper limits of k, respectively. For
the present simulations, these values correspond to an approximate k-range of 0.1 Å−1 to
0.4 Å−1 .
Figure 3.14(a) shows the comparison of the experimental data from Ref.[2] with the
results obtained from our simulations for a void-volume fraction of 0.3% on a Guinier plot,
where, following Eq. (2.30), the scattering intensity is expressed in the natural log-scale as a
function k2 . The simulated values of the intensity match closely with the experimental data,
except for very small values of k2 below 0.05 Å−2 . The deviation for small values of k is not
unexpected, and can be attributed partly to the difficulty in extracting information beyond
Rc from the reduced pair-correlation function and in part to the intrinsic differences between
simulated models and experimental samples. Since the latter generally include, depending
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upon the method of preparation and experimental conditions, voids of sizes from 5Å to
15Å, it is difficult to compare simulated data with experimental results at a quantitative level
for very small values of k. The Guinier’s law in Eq.(2.30), suggests that the approximate
size of the voids/inhomogeneities can be obtained from the slope of the ln I(k) vs. k2 plot.
Since the slope of the intensity curve is directly proportional to the square of the radius of
gyration, it is possible to compare the Guinier’s radius (of gyration) with the actual size
of the voids used to generate the void distributions in the models. In Fig.3.14(b), we have
plotted ln I(k) as a function k2 , for spherical, ellipsoidal, and cylindrical voids. Since the
values of the are close to each other for three different shapes, the results for the ellipsoidal
and cylindrical voids are shifted downward by 5 units for the clarity of presentation. The
radii of gyration obtained from the slopes of the fitted plots are indicated as rg , where as Rg
reflects the average value of the gyration radius computed from the real-space distribution
of the interface atoms that surround a void. Evidently, the latter is larger than the actual size
of the void. For the purpose of comparison, we have subtracted 1.4 Å, a length equal to the
half of the interface width d from Rg and have listed the corresponding corrected values for
each model in the plots and in Table 3.2. Thus, Rg provides an upper bound of the average
radius of gyration of voids.
3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have shown structural detail of computer generated 262400 atoms models
of a:Si. In our method smoother and experimentally closer static structure factor of the a:Si
is observed than any other finite size simulated models, where the hidden structure for small
k regions have been estimated by extrapolation from higher k regions. In our 262400 atoms
model, structure below 0.07 Å−1 are theoretically unpredictable, so extrapolation of S(k)
at k = 0, by using a second-degree polynomial in k in the region 0.15 − 1.0 Å−1 , gives a
value of 0.0154 ± 0.0017. During relaxation of void surfaces, the surface reconstruction
in terms of the coordination and atomic displacement are observed different for different
shaped of voids. The geometrical aspect to understand the effect of existing voids in a:Si by
analyzing simulated SAXS patterns conclude that SAXS patterns highly depend on void
concentrations and the sizes of the voids. An intense SXAS patterns can be associated
primarily either with higher void concentrations or with lager sizes of voids. SAXS patterns
are less sensitive to the shape and distribution of the voids as compared to concentration and
size of the voids. If the same number density of voids and same individual voids volume
leading the same total void volume, then almost identical SAXS patterns can be obtained
for different shapes for k > 2 Å−1 and vey little shape dependence can be observed for k ≤
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2Å−1 . If the voids are distributed in a:Si network then strong and smooth SAXS patterns
corresponds to compactly and sparsely distributed voids respectively. In conclusion, at fixed
fv the clearly observed size and concentration effect on SAXS patterns are independent of
method of void generation.
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Figure 3.11: The scattering intensity variation with the shape of the voids at fixed void
concentration in a-Si. For the comparison purpose, the total and individual volumes of all
three shapes; spherical (SP), ellipsoidal (EL), and cylindrical (CY) and the concentration of
the voids are kept identical.
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Figure 3.12: Kratky plots showing the variation of the k2 Ic (k) with k for SP, EL, and CY
voids of identical individual and total volume. Where, Ic (k) and R pg corresponds to the
background corrected intensity and pseudo-Guinier radii.
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Figure 3.13: The variation of the scattering intensity due to the spatial distribution of the
voids in ultra-large model of a-Si at fix volume fraction, and size of the voids. The the
degree of sparseness of the void distribution is characterized by indicated surface-to-surface
distance (D) between the voids.
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Figure 3.14: (a) A comparison of Guinier’s plots for experimental (Ref.[2] ) and simulated
SAXS data of a-Si at volume fraction of void ≈ 0.3%. (b) Simulated Guinier’s plots for SP,
EL, and CY voids models at 0.3% volume fraction of voids. The calculated radii of gyration
(Rg ), from the real-space distribution of void interface atoms and the Guinier’s plots are
indicated in plots.
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Chapter 4
EFFECT OF LOW-TEMPERATURE ANNEALING ON
VOID-RELATED MICROSTRUCTURE

In the previous chapter, we have seen that, there exit a little shape dependence on SAXS
intensity at void volume fraction of ≥ 0.2% in small angle region. So, it is important to study,
the SAXS intensity dependance for a particular shape at constant void concentration. In
this chapter, we are addressing the void surface reconstruction at low-temperature annealing
and the corresponding SAXS intensity profile related with restructured void. The work
presented here is elaborated from the accepted conference paper by Durga Paudel, Raymond
Atta-Fynn, David A. Drabold, and Parthapratim Biswas in Journal of Physics Conference
Series.The outline of this chapter is as follows. Introduction of the void microstructures
is discussed in section 4.1. Low temperature annealing of ultra-large model of a-Si and
methods of reconstruction measurement of void are discussed in section 4.2. The effect
reconstruction due to annealing on void surface and on simulation SASX intensity are
discussed in result section 4.3. Finally, the results are summarized in section 4.4.
4.1

Introduction

However the existence of voids in amorphous silicon (a-Si) is well known with the help of
the electron spin resonance (ESR) [25], high-resolution electron diffraction and electron
microscopy [72] experiment since couple of decades, but the shape of the voids and related
microstructral informations are not quite enough till date. An experimental and theoretical
study of the void shapes and their reconstruction due to annealing at low temperature is important to establish the a-Si material before they use in actual electronic device applications;
like solar cell, liquid-crystal display, thin-film and several other semi-conducting devices.
The small change in void structure can be studied in theoretical model which will be pure
structural information of void. Three-dimensional visualization of void in real space and
corresponding change in small-angle X-ray scattering in reciprocal space provide useful
informations which are obscure and difficult to extract in experiment. In this behavior is
addressed using simulated ultra-large models of a-Si annealed at low temperatures.The
effect of total energy relaxation on the shapes are also presented. To the end, we have
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examine carefully the internal surfaces of void at void volume concentration fv = 0.3% at
300 K– 600 K during annealing and total energy relaxation.
4.2

Computational Method

4.2.1

Model-Generation

In this chapter, the same atomistic models are used as in chapter 3. Here, we examine only
ellipsoidal voids and annealed them classically to 300 K- 600 K. Annealed configurations
named Ann-300K, Ann-400K, Ann-500K and Ann-600K corresponds to four different
temperatures 300 K, 400 K, 500 K and 600 K were collected independently. In addition to
the annealed configurations, we collect the relaxed configurations of corresponding annealed
models and they are named as, Rel-300K, Rel-400K, Rel-500K, Rel-600K. As, the models
under study were ultra-large, the total energy was minimized using the limited-memory
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [145] to obtain an equilibrium configuration. The summary of the structural properties of equilibrium configurations were
tabulated in table 3.1.
4.2.2

Ellipsoidal Voids

In ulra-large models RM1 and RM2, ellipsoidal voids were randomly introduced with an
imposed constraint ‘no-one of voids surface overlap’. In oder to study void surface evolution
of isolated voids upon thermal and energy treatment, we chose void parameters on the basis
of experimentally guided nanometers inhomogeneity (denoted by R) in the range 5–10 Å
[57] and skin width (d) of 2.8 Å around the void. With provided skin width, reconstructed
void surface domain ranges R ± d for each void. The effect of temperature and relaxation on
void surface were examined by plotting QuickSurf with the help of VMD software [171].
The correlation between the simulated SAXS patterns from voided models and void surfaces
of corresponding temperatures before and after relaxation were examined. In this work,
only tri-axial ellipsoidal voids surface at 300 K -600 K and SAXS patterns of corresponding
temperature at annealed and relaxed stage are presented. Under void generation, axes ratio
for ellipsoidal void was chosen α : β : γ = 0.5Rv : Rv : 2Rv , where of void radius Rv = 6 Å.
Parameters α, β and γ were defined in terms of the components Rgi , i = x, y, z values as,

1/3

α = Rgx /(Rgx Rgy Rgz )
(4.1)
β = Rgy /(Rgx Rgy Rgz )1/3


1/3
γ = Rgz /(Rgx Rgy Rgz )
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Normalized aspect ratios:

0

α = α/α
β 0 = β /α

 0
γ = γ/α

(4.2)

The thermal effect on SAXS patterns for a-Si having ellipsoidal void of effective length 6Å,
number density 0.33× 1019 cm−3 and void volume fraction 0.3% are compared before and
after total energy relaxation at 300 K–600 K. The corresponding, three-dimensional appearance with the help of calculated normalized aspect ratios are compared at that temperature.
4.2.3

SAXS Analysis

Small-angle X-ray scattering analysis used in this work is based on the calculation of
static structure factor (S(k)) which is the function of the wavevector (~k). S(k) of desired
configuration is calculated by using the reduced radial distribution function G(r) [Ref. Eq.
(2.26) and Eq. (2.25)] of that simulated model. The smoothness on the structure factor
help to explain the correlated shape change due to thermal annealing and relaxation. For
this purpose, we are presenting scattering intensity of the same void model at different
temperatures. Also, how the smoothness or hyper-uniformity change with the effect of
temperature and relaxation were also presented in this chapter.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussions

Structure factor and Scattering Intensity

In earlier chapter, we have examine the validity of the simulated models by comparing
simulated structure factor with same experimental [?] data. Long-range, behavior of S(k)
in simulation and experiment were observed identical but in small-angle region, there
were slight fluctuation. The fluctuation in S(k) due to thermal annealing and total energy
relaxation for all other identical conditions are presented in this section by comparing
the S(k → 0) values. The structure fracture of the monoatomic system at small k value
can be approximate using the second order polynomial p(k) = a + bk2 , where a and b are
polynomial coefficients. Coefficient a define the value of S(k → 0) which is the measure
of hyper-uniformity. S(k → 0) value for all thermally treated models at fv = 0.3% before
and after total energy relaxation obtained by fitting p(k) polynomial in the range 0.15 –1.2
Å−1 are tabulated in Table 4.1. S(k → 0) value of corresponding models are compared with
the same at fv = 0% and before the thermal treatment.The value of S(k → 0) in the range
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Figure 4.1: Void surfaces of a-Si model annealed at (a) 300 K (green) (b) 400 K (blue),
(c) 500 K (pink), (d) 600 K (red). All the surfaces are overlapped with their original gray
surface for comparison.
[0.15:1.2] Å−1 before annealing the model is observed as 0.0502 which was 0.0154 in the
same model in the absence of void.
4.3.2

Restructuring of voids during annealing and relaxation

Three-dimensional surface of ellipsoidal voids using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
[171] are shown in Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2 for annealed and relaxed model respectively. In both
annealed and relaxed void structures, the original void surface (gray surface) is used as a
reference surface. Green, blue, purple and red color surface in Fig.4.1(a), (b), (c) and (d)
represent 300 K, 400 K, 500K ad 600 K respectively. VMD plots were drawn at identical
parameters 0.5, 0,1.0,1.0, and 1.0 respectively for resolution, radius scale, density isovalue,
grid spacing with the maximum surface quality. Any difference in surface can be predicted
with the unequal distribution of the color patches. It is observed that, in Fig.4.1(a), (b), (c)
and (d) color patch distribution of all four temperature are different, which means that even
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Figure 4.2: Relaxed void surface after annealed at (a) 300 K (green) (b) 400 K (blue), (c)
500 K (pink), (d) 600 K (red). All the surfaces are overlapped with their corresponding
annealed surface (gray) for the comparison purpose.
at low temperature (300 K– 600 K) there is restructuring in void characteristic properties
which are visible in high-quality three-dimensional surface rendering. This observation
is consistent with the radii of gyrations calculated based on the spatial distribution of the
void surface atoms. As the original void surface (gray), was featured by surface atoms
around ellipsoidal void of effective radius 6 Å with skin width of 2.8Å, non-uniformly
distributed green, blue, purple and red colors patches appearing on surface (Ref. Fig. 4.1(a))
signifies that on annealing void, void surface construct non-uniformly and as a result the
size and shape of voids changes. This is consistent with the other experimental [172–174]
and simulation [175–177] results.
In this observation, we found that the void size drop by 0.71%–1.14% while on annealing
the void form 300 K– 600 K. In Fig. 4.2, the void structure of relaxed model are compared
with their corresponding annealed structure. This time, gray surface represent the annealed
structure at that temperature and green, blue, purple and pink surface represent the void
surface of relaxed structure after annealing at 300 K, 400 K, 500 K and 600 K respectively.
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Table 4.1: Characteristic properties ellipsoid of void in a-Si models.Rg (Å), Rgi , i = x, y, z,
α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 , ∆R (%), rg and S(k → 0) respectively indicate the calculated radius of gyration,
their x, y and z components, normalized aspect ratio along x, y and z directions, change in
radius of gyration, Guinier radius of gyration and structure factor at k → 0.
Models
Rg (Å)
No void
—
Original
8.62
M1-Ann-300 K 8.55
M1-Ann-400 K 8.57
M1-Ann-500 K 8.54
M1-Ann-600 K 8.55
M1-Rel-300 K 8.56
M1-Rel-400 K 8.58
M1-Rel-500 K 8.53
M1-Rel-600 K 8.57

Rgx
—
2.95
2.86
2.84
2.77
2.78
2.83
2.85
2.81
2.79

Rgy
—
4.36
4.36
4.35
4.38
4.30
4.37
4.36
4.34
4.39

Rgz α
β
— — —
6.82 1 1.48
6.77 1 1.52
6.81 1 1.53
6.79 1 1.58
6.85 1 1.55
6.80 1 1.54
6.81 1 1.53
6.78 1 1.54
6.81 1 1.57

γ
∆R(%) rg (Å) S(k → 0)
—
—
—
0.0154
2.31
0
5.75
0.0502
2.37 0.71
4.53
0.0795
2.40 0.75
3.34
0.0561
2.45 0.75
5.47
0.0588
2.46 1.14
3.39
0.0537
2.40
0.7
4.33
0.0753
2.39 0.46
4.66
0.0677
2.41 1.04
5.27
0.0601
2.44 0.58
4.58
0.0706

In this observation, we have seen that, the total energy relaxation rearrange the atomic
distribution of the individual voids which appeared in the 3-dimensional structure with the
color patch but there is not a significant different in an average size of the void. In table 4.1,
the void size of relaxed structure, the components of radii of gyrations are tabulated. Radii
of gyration of original void is bigger than any other annealed and relaxed void. So, at all
temperatures, distributed gray color patch identify the bigger size void. On annealing to 300
K– 600 K, the void surface reconstruction happened with different strength.To measure the
strength in x, y and z directions, the component of radii of gyrations Rgx , Rgy and Rgz were
calculated and they are listed in table 4.1. An observed Rgi , i = x, y, z value for annealed
and relaxed models are also lesser than that of the original void. Unequal normalized
aspect ratios α 0 , β 0 and γ 0 at four temperatures before and after relaxation signifies the
reconstruction of the voids during annealing at low temperature.
4.3.3

Void displacement distribution

The void displacement distribution provide us the useful information about the dynamics of
the void surface atoms during annealing and relaxation. Displacement of all void surface
atoms at 300 K–600 K were calculated from their original void position. An observed
three-dimensional void surface and lower radius of gyration during annealing up to 600 K
temperatures signifies that void surface atoms were moving towards the cavity. During their
movement, displacement of void surface wall ranges from 0–1.8 Å. Some of the surface
atoms were not displace at all.
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In Fig.4.3(a) and (b) only those Si atoms having displacement ≥ 0.1 Å are presented
where the displacement of void surface atoms at 300 K & 500 K and 400 K & 600 K are
plotted respectively. At all four temperatures, it is observed that, the majority of Si atoms on
the void surface wall have displacement up to ≈ 0.8 Å. Very few of them have displace by
> 0.8Å. In Fig.4.3(a), there is a significant difference between the number of displaced Si
atoms at 300 K and 500 K. For example, 22 Si atoms displace by 10% of Si-Si bond length
at 300 K, but only 10 of them have same displacement at 500 K. Similarly, based on the
atomic displacement the observed difference in 3D void surface at 400 K and 600 K can be
understand form the displacement distribution. At 400 K, 22 Si atoms appeared to displace
by 14% of Si-Si bond length but at 600 K only < 10 Si atom have the same displacement.
The void surface in annealed models after total energy relaxation are slightly smaller in
size as compared to that surface before relaxation. This information can be clearly observed
in 3D void structure in Fig.4.4, where the lesser distribution of green, blue, purple and
red colors patched over their corresponding annealed void before relaxation in gray color.
Comparing the void restructuring effects in annealed model before and after total energy
relaxation, a lesser effect is observed after relaxation. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that atomic
displacement drop by almost 75% after relaxation in an annealed sample. For example,
maximum displacement observed in relaxed model in ≈ 0.5Å which was ≈2Å in annealed
model.
4.3.4

Effect annealing and relaxation on SAXS

In an annealed system, there is restructuring of nanosized inhomogeneity which may affect
the scattering of X-rays. It is difficult to measure precisely the three-dimensional structure of
voids from scattering measurement only. But the restructuring of nanosize void as observed
in 3D structures are also reflecting on scattering intensity. As we already saw the size
and hence volume of the void changes upon annealing and as a result the void surface
reconstruction happen. The scattering intensity measurement also provide the average size
of reconstructed void with Guinier approximation. In table 4.1 the Guinier radius of gyration
before and after relaxation in annealed sample are listed. They are compared with the
same for the original void. The asymptotic behavior of above SAXS intensity predict an
average size of voids in corresponding sample. In fig.4.5(a) and (b) SAXS patterns at four
temperatures are distinctly different in small-angle region, which is due to changed in shape
of voids up on thermal treatment.The radius of gyration of reconstructed voids calculated in
(i) real space with spatial distribution of void surface atom (Rg ) and (ii) reciprocal space
with Guinier best fit for SAXS intensities (rg ) are compared in table 4.1. For the real space
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Figure 4.3: Void displacement distribution of annealed models. (a) Green and purple color
represent displacement at 300 K and 500 K and (b) blue and red color surface represent the
same at 400 K and 600 K. All the displacements are calculated with reference to the original
void corresponding to gray surface in 3D voids (Refer Fig. 4.1).
information an additional 2.8 Å is added from the actual void. So, it could be possible to
have at most 2.8 Å difference in Rg and rg values.
4.4

Conclusions

Using simulated SAXS technique in conjunction with geometrical approach of void and
high-quality three-dimensional rendering software, a quantitative study of nanoscale inhomogeneities in a-Si at four different temperatures are studied. Results shows that, void
morphology and corresponding SAXS intensities in small-angle region are dependent of the
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Figure 4.4: Void displacement distribution of relaxed models. (a) Green and purple color
represent displacement at 300 K and 500 K and (b) blue and red color surface represent the
same at 400 K and 600 K. The displacements are calculated with reference to their own
annealed void corresponding to gray surface in 3D voids (Refer Fig.4.2).
annealing temperature(≤ 600 K). Upon annealing and relaxation internal void morphology
changes and as a result, the SAXS patters of annealed and relaxed samples are observed different. The effect of low temperature annealing and relaxation on restructuring the nanovoid
as observed in high-quality 3D surface are also sensitive in 2D information through SAXS.
The informations from value of S(k → 0) and rg in reciprocal are observed consistent with
the information from value of Rg , Rgi and α 0 , β 0 and γ 0 in real space along with visualization
of 3D void surface. An observed smaller S(k → 0) value at fv = 0% and 0.3% in annealed
samples than that of relaxed sample at same temperature suggest that, annealing produce
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Figure 4.5: SAXS scattering intensity of annealed a-Si models (a) before and (b) after
relaxation. Green, blue, purple and red color curve represent the corresponding scattering
intensity at 300 K, 400 K, 500 K and 600 K respectively. For the comparison purpose, the
scattering intensity of the original (yellow) and no void model (black) are also included.
more ordering, which is consistent with other simulation [175] and experimental [174]
studies.
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Chapter 5
Ab initio STUDY OF TEMPERATURE-INDUCED
MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF VOIDS IN
HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS SILICON

In the previous chapter, we have observed the void structural change at low temperature
annealing in classical model of a-Si. It is important to study how the classical results are
changed in quantum mechanical treatment. For this purpose, the evolution of the void in
classical molecular dynamics and ab initio molecular dynamics simulation are compared at
low (300 K) and high (800 K) temperature in the absence of hydrogen. Additionally, the
role of hydrogen in restructuring the surface and the hydrogen bonding configuration near
the vicinity of void are discussed in hydrogen rich void in ab initio models of a-Si:H.
5.1

Introduction

Amorphous silicon and its hydrogenated counterpart have a wide range of applications,
from photovoltaics to thin-film technology [4, 6]. Thin films of hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (a-Si) are extensively used for passivation of crystalline silicon (c-Si) surfaces, which
is essential to produce a high open-circuit voltage in silicon-based heterojunction solar
cells [178–180]. Post-deposition annealing is routinely used for structural relaxation of
a-Si:H samples and incorporation of hydrogen at the a-Si:H/c-Si interfaces. The presence of
hydrogen to an extent thus is often preferred [181] for the preparation of a-Si:H samples
with good interface properties. Experimental studies, such as spectroscopic ellipsometry
[182, 183] and Raman spectroscopy [184] indicate that, although the presence of nanometersize voids can degrade the electronic quality of the samples, a small concentration of voids
can improve the degree of surface passivation. This is generally believed to be due to
the presence of mobile H atoms in a void-rich environment, where hydrogen can reach
a-Si:H/c-Si interfaces, via diffusion or other mechanisms, in comparison to dense a-Si:H
samples.
Heat treatment or post-deposition annealing is an effective tool for nanostructural relaxation of laboratory-grown samples. Annealing at low to medium temperature (400 K700 K) can considerably improve the quality of as-deposited samples by removing unwanted impurities and reducing imperfections (e.g., defects) in the samples [185]. For
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amorphous materials, annealing also increases the degree of local ordering in amorphous
environment. Earlier studies by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) reported the presence
of columnar-like geometric structure [186] and blister formation in annealed a-Si:H [187].
Experimental studies on a-Si/a-Si:H have also indicated that annealing above 673 K can
lead to the formation of voids via vacancy cluttering, which affects the macrostructural
properties of the network [188]. It has been suggested that at higher temperature, near 800
K, a considerable restructuring can take place near the voids boundary that can modify the
shape and size of the voids. Although tilting SAXS [50] can provide some information
on the geometrical shape of the voids, a direct experimental determination of annealing
effects on the morphology of voids in the amorphous environment is highly nontrivial as
scattering experiments generally provide integrated or scaler information on the size and
shape of the voids. By contrast, computational modeling can yield reliable structural information on the morphology of voids [82, 84] provided that high-quality ultra-large models
of a-Si/a-Si:H with a linear dimension of several nanometers are readily available and an
accurate total-energy functional to describe the atomic dynamics of Si and H atoms is in
place. However, despite numerous studies on computational modeling of a-Si and a-Si:H
over the past several decades, there exist only a handful of computational studies 16-20 that
attempted to address the structure and morphology of voids on the nanometer length scale
in recent years.
The purpose of the work is to conduct ab initio MD simulation for void structure in
realistic models of a-Si with and without the presence of hydrogen inside the voids at varying
temperature. Specifically, we address the temperature driven microstructural evolution of the
nanometer-size voids in model a-Si networks at 300 K and 800 K, which are characterized
by a distribution of voids, as observed in small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [39, 57],
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [58], infrared (IR) spectroscopy [59, 189], and positron
annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) [61]. The three-dimensional shape of the nanometer-size
voids are studied by using the convex- hull approximation [190] of the boundary region of
the voids upon annealing at 300 K and 800 K. The presence of molecular hydrogen and
the statistics of various hydrogen-bonding configurations in the vicinity of void surfaces
are studied by introducing hydrogen atoms inside the voids with a density as observed in
infrared and NMR measurements [48, 59].
The rest of the chapter is as follows. In section 5.2, a brief description of the simulation
of ultra-large models of a-Si with a linear dimension of a few tens of nanometers and
the generation of nanometer size voids in the resulting models in order to incorporate a
realistic distribution of voids, with a void-volume fraction as observed in SAXS and IR
measurements is presented. Results of the work, with particular emphasis on the three59

dimensional shape and size of the voids upon annealing at 300 K and 800 K, correlation
between the three-dimensional shape and size of the voids with the SAXS intensity and the
dynamics of hydrogen in the vicinity of the voids are discussed in section 5.3. In this section
a comparison of the results from the positron-annihilation lifetime (PAL) spectroscopy [83]
and Doppler-broadening positron-annihilation spectroscopy (DB- PAS) [191] are presented.
Finally, conclusion of the work is presented in section 5.4.
5.2
5.2.1

Computational Method

Generation of ultra-large models of a-Si

Simulated, high-quality ultra-large model of a-Si generated by using classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation in the canonical ensemble with the Stillinger-Weber inter-atomic
potential [69, 70] used in this chapter is the same model as used in previous chapter. The
characteristic properties of simulated model are; number of atoms, simulation length, density,
an average bond length, an average bond angle, fourfold coordination and RMS fluctuation
in bond angle are 262400, 176.1228 Å, 2.39 Å, 109.23◦ , 97.4 % and 9.26◦ respectively
(Ref. 3.1). To obtain this realistic model, the configuration was annealed to a temperature
of 1800 K and equilibrated at 10 ps at that temperature and then cooled to 300 K with
cooling rate 30 K/ps. A equilibrium configuration at 300 K was optimized by total energy
relaxation using the limited-memory BFGS algorithm [145, 146]. For the study of internal
nanovoids, geometrical approach was used, where any change in characteristic properties
were examined at low (300 K) and high (800 K) temperatures with and with out the present
of H.
5.2.2

Geometrical approach for void

In this work, the nanosized voids were generated based on experimentally observed voidvolume fractions [2, 50, 192, 193]. In NREL technical report, Williamson have reported that
void fraction in a-Si:H ranges from 0.1%-1% but higher % are not preferable because of
lower device quality. In a-Si prepared from magnetron sputtering technique and conjunction
with the tilting SAXS measurement, University of Illionis group have reported that the
corrected void fractions which ranges from ≈0.1% - 0.3% [2]. Our simulated void models
were prepared at 0.2% void fractions which was with in experimentally reported value and
device grade material.
An array of experimental studies; SAXS [38, 39, 57] 5 Å - 20 Å, NMR [58] 20 Å - 40
Å, SANS [53] 10 Å -12 Å, IR spectroscopy [59] and calorimetry [48, 49, 60] ≈ 40 Å and
PAS [61] ≈ 20 Å were referred as the basis for the size of voids. With 0.2% void fraction,
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Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of a void (gray region) in two dimensions.The
annular region with Si atoms (yellow circles) indicates the void boundary with a few H
atoms (red circles) inside the void. The bulk Si atoms shown in black and blue circles are
fixed for the purpose of local AIMD simulations, as discussed in the text.
we accommodate 12 artificially constructed void by removing Si atoms from the spherical
region of 6 Å radii. The number density of the void in the system was 0.22×1019 cm−3
corresponding to 12 representative voids. Individual voids were treated classically and
quantum mechanically.
Particularly, we were interested in void shape and size, so the grafting approach help
us to investigate an average void restructuring effect in bulk structure by bringing them
back into the void network. Characteristic lengths chosen in the small model were shown in
Fig. 5.1, where four different regions (i) void ( H atom Red) (ii) interface (Si atom Green)
(iii) boundary (Si atom black) and (iv) edge (Si atom blue) are shown. In each models, the
void surface were characterized by tracking the void surface atoms around the void of 6 Å
radii and 3 Å shell width. Such void surfaces were embedded in a cubical box of half-length
15 Å with additional 3 Å rigid edge boundary on either direction. So,12 small models
have box length 36 Å and model sizes are ranging from 2180–2210. Having obtained an
ultra-large model of a-Si, we proceed to generate a realistic distribution of voids. Since
computational modeling of void formation in a-Si, by mimicking the actual deposition and
growth processes, is highly nontrivial, we generated a void distribution using experimental
information on the shape, size, and the number density of voids. Experimental data from an
array of measurements, such as small-angle scattering (SAS)[38, 39, 53, 57], Infra Red (IR)
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spectroscopy [59] nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)[58] positron- annihilation lifetime
(PAL) spectroscopy [61] and calorimetry measurements [48, 49, 60] suggest that the linear
size of the voids in a-Si lies between 10 Å and 40 Å and that the void-volume fraction can
range from 0.01%- 0.3% of the total volume, depending upon the growth process, deposition
rate, and the consequent electronic quality of the samples. Following these observations, we
constructed a void distribution in the ultra- large model with the following properties: a) The
voids are spherical in shape and have a diameter of 12Å; b)The number density of the voids
corresponds to a void-volume fraction of 0.2%; c) The voids are sparsely and randomly
distributed, so that the distance between any two void centers is significantly larger than the
dimension of the voids.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of a void embedded in a two- dimensional amorphous
network. The void region is indicated by the gray circle of radius Rv , which is surrounded
by a layer of Si atoms (yellow) with a thickness d. Silicon atoms in the layer constitute the
surface/wall of the void, which we shall refer to as the void-surface atoms. The remaining
Si atoms, within the cubic box (of length l), will be referred to as bulk Si atoms and are
indicated as black and blue circles. To study the effect of hydrogen on the evolution of void
surfaces, H atoms were introduced inside the voids so that no two H atoms were at a distance
less than 1 Å from each other. The presence of H atoms in the network requires that the
problem must be treated at the quantum-mechanical level using, for example, first-principles
density-functional theory. However, given the size of the ultra-large model, such a task is
hopelessly difficult and computationally unfeasible, and an approximation of some sort is
necessary. Here, we employed the local approach to electronic-structure calculations by
invoking the principle of nearsightedness of an equilibrium system, as proposed by Kohn
[194] and address the problem by studying an appropriately large sub-system, defined by a
cubical box of length l surrounding each void (see Fig.5.1). Following an (approximate)
invariance theorem on electronic structure of disordered alloys, due to Heine and coworkers
[195, 196] the quantum local density of states near the voids is essentially independent of
the boundary conditions at a sufficient large distance, for example, the presence of a fixed
layer of Si atoms on the edge of the box. Referring to Fig.5.1, we chose Rv =6 Å, d =3 Å,
and l = 36 Å.
To study the effect of hydrogen on void surfaces, each void was loaded with 30 H atoms,
as observed in IR and NMR measurements. Ab initio calculations and total-energy optimization were conducted using the first-principles density-functional code SIESTA [197]. The
latter employs a localized basis set and norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials
[198] which are factorized in the Kleinman-Bylander [199] form to remove the effect of core
electrons. Electronic and exchange correlations between electrons are handled using the
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local density approximation (LDA), by employing the Perdew-Zunger parameterization of
the exchange-correlation functional [200]. Since a fully self-consistent-field solution of the
Kohn-Sham equations, consisting of more than 2000 atoms, is computationally very demanding, particularly to conduct MD simulations for a period of 10 picoseconds, we employed
the Harris-functional approach [201, 202] that involves linearization of the Kohn-Sham
equations. The accuracy and computational efficiency of the Harris-functional approach to
treat a-Si and a-Si:H systems are well-documented in the literature [203]. Single-zeta (SZ)
and double-zeta-polarized (DZP) basis functions were employed for Si and H, respectively.
Here, SZ functions correspond one s and three p orbitals for Si atoms, where as DZP
functions refer to two s and three d orbitals for H atoms. The size of the simulation box
is large enough in this work so that the Brillouin zone (of the supercell) collapses into the
point, which was used for the Brillouin zone sampling.
5.2.3

Simulation of SAXS

The structure factor of binary system is the function of partial structure factor, which is
also the function of the pair correlation function [204–206]. The reduced radial distribution function (Gi j (r)) is the function of partial pair coronation function gi j (r), defined as,
Gi j (r) = 4πρi j [gi j (r) − 1], ρi j is the number density of atom. The wave vector ~k is the difference between the scattered (~k0 ) and incident (~k0 ) wave vectors. i.e (|~k0 -~k0 )| =4π sin θ /λ ,
where 2θ and λ are scattering angle and wavelength of X-radiation.The SAXS intensity for
a binary system can be expressed with the aid of the partial structure factors and the atomic
form factors of the constituent atoms. Following Cusack [126, 127] the scattering intensity,
I(k), is estimated as, [ Ref. Eq.(2.28)],
I(k)
= F(k) = fα2 (xα xβ + xα2 Sαα ) + fβ2 (xα xβ
N
+xα2 Sβ β ) + 2 fα fβ xα xβ (Sαβ − 1)

(5.1)

N

where, xα = NNα , xβ = Nβ are atomic fractions and fα and fβ are form factors of α and β
atoms and Si j is the partial structure factor defined as,
Z ∞

Si j = 1 + 4πρ0

0

(gi j (r) − 1)

sin kr 2
r dr
kr

(5.2)

gi j (r) is the partial pair distribution function and Gi j (r) = 4πρi j [gi j (r) − 1] reduce radial
distribution function. ρ0 = N/V is the number density of atom.
The size of the void were estimated by calculating the radius of gyrations of spatial
distribution of void surface atoms, using the Guinier and convex hull approximation. Once
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the scattering intensity is available, either numerically or experimentally, the size of the voids,
or any extended inhomogeneities, can be estimated by invoking the Guinier approximation
in the small-angle limit, k rg ≤1,
I(k) = I(0)exp(

−k2 rg2
)
3

(5.3)

−k2 rg2
3

(5.4)

In small k region,
lnI(k) = lnI(0) −

This is a straight line with negative slope (= rg2 /3), which gives Guinier’s radius as,
rg =
RH 2 =

p
3 × slope

1
nH

(5.5)

nH

∑ (r j − r̄0)2

(5.6)

j=1

where Rg , RH and rg are calculated radius of gyration for all surface atoms, hull radius of
gyration and and Guinier radius respectively. nsa and nH are the total surface atoms and
hull atoms respectively. lnI(k) and lnI(0) are SAXS intensities at an arbitrary arbitrary (k)
and very small (k → 0) wave vectors respectively. For the measurement of the degree of
reconstruction, slope parameter “sphericity” of the spherical void is examined. Sphericity of
spherical void is defined as,
1

2

π 3 (6VH ) 3
ΦS =
AH

(5.7)

where VH and AH are hull volume and surface area of the void respectively. The definition
above is frequently used to measure the shape and roundness of sedimentary quartz particles,
and it expresses the ratio of the surface area of a sphere to that of a non-spherical particle
having an identical volume [207]. It may be noted that a highly distorted void may not be
accurately represented by a convex polyhedron and that the convex-hull volume provides an
upper bound of the actual void volume, leading to RH > Rg . rg is the characteristic size of
the inhomogeneities in the dilute concentration limit, which provides a reasonable estimate
of void sizes from experimental data, difficulties arise in extracting the rg value from a
lnI(k) vs k2 plot in simulations, owing to the finite size of the models. Since the effective
small-angle region of k is approximately given by 4/L < k < 1/rg , where L is the linear
dimension of the sample, a sufficiently large model is needed in order to obtain the mean
value of rg via averaging over several independent configurations. However, it has been
observed that, even for very large models, the lower limit of k cannot be reduced arbitrarily
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Figure 5.2: A schematic representation of the void in two dimensions showing the characteristic lengths associated with void. Void radius, void shell width, boundary width and edge
width are 6, 3, 6 and 3 Å respectively. Hydrogen are initially introduced inside spherical
void region of 4 Å radius.
by increasing L due to the presence of noise in rg(r) beyond ≈ 25-30 Å.The term r(g(r) − 1)
in Eq. (5.2) for r > 25 Å introduces artifacts in S(k) for small values of k, which make it
difficult to accurately compute rg from the simulated intensity data. This necessitates the
construction of alternative measures of void sizes and shapes directly from the distribution
of atoms in the vicinity of voids. A simple but effective measure is to compute the gyrational
radius from the distribution of the atoms on void surfaces between radii Rv and Rv + d(= R0 ),
where Rv is the void radius and d is the width of the void surface, as discussed in earlier
section. A schematic diagram to illustrate void reconstruction is presented in Fig.5.2, where
the positions of the void-surface atoms before and after annealing are shown in yellow and
red colors, respectively. The atoms on the reconstructed surface are distributed within a
spherical region of radius R0v + x and H[y] is the Heaviside step function that asserts that
only the atoms with y > 0 contribute to Rg . Assuming that the void-surface atoms (yellow)
can displace, in the mean-square sense, from their initial position by x during annealing, the
radius of gyration, Rg , for the assembly of void atoms (red) can be expressed as, Radius of
gyration calculation formula follows as,
Rg 2 =

1 nsa
∑ (ri − rcm)2H[R0v + x − ri]
nsa i=1
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(5.8)
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Figure 5.3: Scattering intensity of a-Si. Blue, red and green color represent the simulated,
experimental annealed and experimental as-implanted a-Si Ref.[3].
Here, ri and rcm are the position of the ith atom and the center of mass of nsa void-surface
atoms, respectively. The atoms on the reconstructed surface are distributed within a spherical
region of radius R0v + x and H[y] is the Heaviside step function that asserts that only the
atoms with y > 0 contribute to Rg . Following Ref.[85], we chose a value of x =1.5Å for
Si atoms in order to define the boundary of a reconstructed void surface. Since annealing
at high temperature can introduce considerable restructuring of void surfaces, it is often
convenient to invoke a suitable convex approximation to estimate the size and shape of the
voids. Here, we employ the convex-hull approximation that entails constructing the minimal
convex polyhedron that includes all the void-surface atoms on the boundary. The size of
the convex region can be expressed as the radius of gyration of the convex polyhedron, or
convex hull. In Eq. (5.6), nH is the number of atoms (or vertices) that defines the convex
polyhedral surface, and rh is the center of mass of the polyhedron.
5.3

Results and Discussion

Before addressing the temperature-induced nanostructural changes in voids, we briefly
examine the ultra-large model of a-Si, developed in section (5.2), in order to validate its
structural properties. Figure,5.3 shows the simulated values of the X-ray scattering intensity,
along with the experimental values of the intensity for as-implanted (green) and annealed
(red) samples of pure a-Si, reported by Laaziri et al.[3]. The simulated values closely match
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Figure 5.4: 3D void surfaces of a representative void V3 in (a) CMD-R and (b) AIMD-R
model at 300 K. The dotted white marks indicates the change in surface from the top view.
The number of Si atoms contributing surface are 105 in both CMD-R and AIMD-R models.
with the experimental data in Fig.5.3, especially for the annealed samples, in the wide-angle
region from 1Å to 10 Å and beyond.
Together with the X-ray intensity, the average bond angle and its deviation,109.23 ±
9.26, and the number of four-fold-coordinated atoms, 97.6%, suggest that the structural
properties of the model obtained from classical molecular-dynamics simulations in section
5.3 are consistent with experimental results. It may be reasonably assumed that the presence
of a small amount of coordination defects ( 2.4%), which are rather sparsely distributed
in the amorphous environment, would not affect the scattering intensity appreciably in the
small-angle region of the scattering wave vector.
5.3.1

Void structure evolution at 300 K in a-Si

In this section, we discuss the three-dimensional shape and size of the voids in pure a-Si
obtained from classical and quantum-mechanical annealing of the system at 300 K followed
by total-energy optimization. Starting with an examination of the classical and ab initio
generated surface structures of the voids, we analyze the SAXS spectrum obtained from
the ultra-large model, embedded with the voids annealed at 300 K. Figure 5.4(a) and 5.4(b)
shows the structure of a representative void V3 after thermalization at 300 K for 10 ps, using
classical and ab initio MD simulations. A close examination suggests that the resultant
structures are very similar to each other as far as the void surfaces are concerned, except for
small changes as indicated. A similar observation has been made for the remaining voids as
well, which showed very little changes on the void surfaces.These results are consistent with
the variation of the simulated intensity shown in Fig.5.5(a). A some what more pronounced
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Figure 5.5: (a) Scattering intensities and corresponding Kratky plots inset figure for CMD-R
( blue) and AIMD-R (green) a-Si at 300 K. (b) Convex hull radius of gyration of CMD-R
(blue) and AIMD-R(green). (c) Estimated hull volumes of corresponding void surface atoms.
(d) Guinier plots of CMD-R and AIMD-R models with Guinier’s fit radius of gyration 6.38
Å and 8.07 Å respectively.
scattering from the classical voids (CMD-R) in comparison to the ab initio voids (AIMD-R)
can be attributed to a minor expansion of the voids during classical simulations.This is
clearly evident from Figs.5.5(a) and 5.5(b), 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) where the radius of gyration
and the volume of the voids, respectively, are obtained from the convex-hull approximation
of the void region.
The polyhedral radii (RH ) for the voids from classical simulations were found to be
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consistently larger than the corresponding radii from ab initio simulations in Fig.5.5(b).
A similar conclusion applies to polyhedral volumes (VH ), which are plotted in Fig.5.5(c).
Once the linear size, area, and volume of the voids are available in the convex approximation,
the sphericity of voids ΦS , can be determined from Eq.(5.7). A further measure of the size
of the voids follows from the variation of the SAXS intensity, I(k), with the wave vector, k,
in the small-angle region. Kratky plots inset Fig,.5.5(a), shows the voids structure in both
CMD-R and AIMD-R model are almost identical at low temperature 300 K. By invoking
the Guinier approximation (see Eq.(5.3), the Guinier radius, rg , can be obtained from ln I(k)
vs. k2 plots. Figure 5.5(d) shows the Guinier fits in the wavevector range, 0.15 ≤ k ≤ 0.3
Å−1 , which resulted in an rg value of 6.38 Å for the CMD-R model and 8.07 Å for the
AIMD-R model. It should suffice to mention that the computation of the Guinier radius, rg ,
is affected by the limited data in the small-angle region of the intensity spectrum and thus it
may vary from the estimate obtained from the convex approximation. Having studied the
surface structure of voids at 300 K.
5.3.2

Void structure evolution in a-Si at 800 K

In this section, high temperature (800 K) annealing effect on void morphology are investigated by using same models. There are significant structural changes in void morphology
which are explained with the 3D geometry and the corresponding SAXS intensities. At the
high temperature of 800 K, significant restructuring of void surfaces is happened that affects
the SAXS intensity and void sizes. Further, it will be apparent that the results from classical
and quantum-mechanical simulations vary considerably at 800 K. Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b)
show the shape of a representative void V3 after annealing at 800 K from classical and ab
initio MD simulations. A comparison between the two structures in Figs.5.6(a) and 5.6(b)
shows the regions on the two surfaces with a varying degree of reconstruction.
The shape of the respective void surfaces obtained from using the convex-hull approximation is shown in Figs.5.6(c) and 5.6(d). Table 5.1, lists some of the parameters that
characterize the void geometry in terms of the convex-hull radius (RH ), the radius of gyration
of void-surface atoms (Rg ) and the Guinier radius (rg ), the hull volume (VH ), and the average
sphericity of the voids (Φ̄s ) after annealing at 300 K and 800 K. Although these scalar
parameters do not vary much in the convex approximation, it is evident from Figs.5.6(a) and
5.6(b) that classical results differ noticeably from ab initio results, indicating the limitation
of the classical force field in describing the restructuring of void surfaces at high temperature,
namely at 800 K. This observation is also reflected in Fig.5.7, where the simulated values
of the intensity of SAXS at 800 K, the convex-hull radii and the volumes of the voids are
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Figure 5.6: 3D void surface of a representative void V3 (a) CMD-R (b) AIMD-R model at
800 K. The dotted white marks indicates the change in surface from the top view. The number
of Si atoms contributing surface are 105 and 103 in CMD-R and AIMD-R respectively.
(c) and (d) convex hull of the respective voids. Number of hull atoms in CMD-R AND
AIMD-R are 49 and 32 respectively.
shown for each void. Like wise at 300 K, SAXS intensity from CMD-R model is stronger
than that from AIMD-R model in small-angle limit 0.15 ≤ 0.55 Å−1 . The Kratky plots inset
figure 5.7(a) are also consistent. An observed strong SAXS intensity could be associated
with either bigger size void. As, we have seen that in AIMD-R model, hugely breaking
of void wall creating smaller size multiple voids from a single bigger void. This effect is
reflective in SAXS leading strong signal from a less purtrubed bigger void.
The hull radius and volume of AIMD-R models are higher at high temperature than that
of CMD-R models. Hull surfaces of the same representative void are shown in Fig.5.6(c)
and (d), where hull surface of AIMD-R void is slightly stretched out as compared to that
of CMD-R. In an average nH , Φ̄S , VH and RH value changed in AIMD-R models are ≈
33%, 7.9%, 8% and 4% respectively as compare to CMD-R models. In table 5.1 average
value of those parameters are listed. Most of the original void surface atoms collapse and
they occupy the cavity, few of atoms leave the 4.5Å boundary and coordinate with rest
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Figure 5.7: (a) Scattering intensities and corresponding Kratky plots for CMD-R (red)
and AIMD-R (marron) a-Si at 800 K. (b) Convex hull radius of gyration of CMD-R (red)
and AIMD-R (marron). (c) Estimated hull volume of corresponding void surface atoms in
CMD-R and AIMD-R voids at 800 K. (d) Guinier’s plots of CMD-R and AIMD-R models
at 800 K with Guinier’s fit radius of gyration 6.57 and 9.48 Å respectively.
bulk atoms and few of atoms spread inside the boundary and coordinate with boundary
atoms. Due to majority of collapsing atoms and few spread (not bonded atoms) create the
void surface which appeared highly changed and comparatively occupied more inner empty
cavity leaving the open volume in the network. This is an evidence of calculated lower Rg
value and lesser hull atoms. In RH calculation those atoms who lies inside and outside cut
off are not considered. In Fig.5.7 (a), SAXS intensity of AIMD-R model (marron curve) is
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Figure 5.8: The structure of a representative void surface (V3) from AIMD simulations in
the presence of H atoms inside the cavity at: (a) 300 K; and (b) 800 K. The yellow and red
blobs represent Si and H atoms, respectively. For visualization, an identical set of surface
parameters was used for rendering.
observed more smoother than that of CMD-R model at 800 K, this is due the the partially
collapsing of the void at 800 K. Kratky plot in inset Fig.5.7(a) is consistent with collapsing
or folded surface behavior in AIMD-R models.
5.3.3

Structural evolution of hydrogen-rich voids in a-Si

In above section, we have seen that annealing at 800 K can introduce considerable restructuring of void surfaces in pure a-Si, which is readily reflected in the three-dimensional shape
and size of the voids but may not be apparent from one- dimensional SAXS intensity plots.
Here, we shall examine how and to what extent the structural evolution of void surfaces
can be affected in the presence of H clusters inside the voids. Small-angle X-ray scattering
measurements on hot-wire chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD) films indicate that the
presence of preexisting H clusters can affect the nanostructure of voids due to H2 bubble
pressure in the cavities, which, upon total energy minimization and strain relaxation, can
lead to geometric changes, as observed via tilting SAXS and surface transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) [50]. Although the degree of such nano- structural changes depend on
the growth mechanism and the rate of film growth, it is instructive to address the problem
from a computational view point using CRN models of a-Si, which are characterized by an
experimentally consistent void volume faction and clusters of H atoms inside the voids.
Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) show the structure of a hydrogen-rich nanovoid surface of
the same representative void V3 obtained after annealing at 300 K and 800 K, followed by
total-energy minimization. The evolution of Si and H atoms during annealing was described
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Figure 5.9: (a) Scattering intensities and corresponding Kratky plots in AIMD-R models of
a-Si:H at 300 K (green) and 800 K ( red). (b) Radius of gyration each AIMD-R voids at 300
K and 800 K in convex approximation. (c) Estimated hull volume of corresponding voids.
(d) Guinier’s plots for SAXS intensities in AIMD-R models of a-Si:H at 300 K and 800 K,
where the radius of gyration are 8.66 Å and 10.01 Å respectively.
using ab initio density-functional forces and energies, from the local basis DFT package
SIESTA [197]. The procedure to conduct such AIMD simulations of voids, which are
embedded in an ultra-large model of a-Si, has been described in method section.
It is evident from Figs.5.8(a) and 5.8(b) that the thermalization of the void (V3) and its
neighboring region at 300 K does not introduce notable changes on the void surface, with
the exception of the distribution of H atoms. The initial random distribution of H atoms,
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which was confined within a radius of 4 Å from the void center, evolved to produce several
monohydrides (SiH) and a few dihydrides (SiH2 ), along with a few H2 molecules inside
the cavity. The majority of H atoms continue to stay near the void at 300 K. By contrast,
a considerable number of Si and H atoms have been found to be thermally driven out of
the void region at 800 K. An analysis of the distribution of Si atoms (yellow) on the void
surface and H atoms (red) inside the void reveals that approximately 12.4% of the original
Si atoms and 23.3% of the H atoms left the void region of radius 10.5 Å after annealing at
800 K. This is evident from the surface plot, obtained from the Gaussian superposition of
the atomic positions of the void-surface atoms (of V3) at 800 K, which are shown in Fig.
5.8(a) and 5.8(b). This observation has been found to be more or less true for most of the
other voids. On average, approximately 8.3% of the Si atoms and 16.1% of the H atoms
were found to leave the void regions at 800 K. By contrast, the corresponding average values
at 300 K for Si and H atoms are 0% and 2.5%, respectively.
To get the bulk structural property of H rich a-Si void, SAXS intensities from grafted ab
initio relaxed models at 300 K and 800 K were examined. In presence of H, smoother SAXS
intensities in small-angle region are observed at 300 K. A highly distorted 3D void surface
at 800 K shown in Fig.5.8(b) corresponds to relatively strong SAXS intensity in Fig. 5.9(a).
Kratky plots in inset figure Fig.5.9(a) shows that voids are splitting in to smaller size voids.
Also, k2 Ic peak values are at slightly two different locations, signifies the change in shape
of the void at two temperatures. An average value of RH , VH and rg are increase by ≈ 5%,
8% and 15% respectively on annealing the H rich void at 800 K as compare to that at 300
K. Higher degree of sphericity at high temperature signifies that, majority of Si lie inside
the cavity. During the process, individual void volume increases leading larger size void in
specific regions but total void volume fraction in the system decreases. Reconstruction in
terms of crash and collapse and release of atoms are responsible to increase individual void
volume which is consistent with experimentally observed result in tilting experiment [50] by
Williamson et al.
To obtain the linear size of the voids, we computed the radius of gyration, Rg , using
Eq.5.8. Likewise, the convex-hull approximation of a void region, defined by a set of voidsurface atoms, provides the radius of the convex polyhedron, RH , from Eq. 5.6. Figures
5.9(b) and 5.9(c) show the values of RH and the corresponding hull volumes,VH , of 12
voids, each of which has been computed upon annealing and geometry relaxation via AIMD
simulations. The Rg and RH values obtained from the real-space distribution of the void
atoms are listed in Table 5.1. The apparent deviation of RH from Rg can be readily attributed
to the fact that the computation of Rg involves all the atoms on the surface and interior
regions of the voids, whereas the convex-hull approximation includes only those atoms on
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Figure 5.10: Average radius of gyrations; calculated (Rg ), hull (RH ) and Guinier (rg )) for
hydrogen rich voids at 300 K and 800 K in a-Si with their respective error bars.
the void-surface region that defines a minimal convex surface. Thus, RH provides an upper
bound of the radial size of the voids.
In order to compare RH and Rg values with the linear size of the voids from the simulated
intensity plots in SAXS, we have invoked the Guinier approximation to estimate the Guinier
radius, rg , from lnI(k)-k2 plots, as shown in Fig.5.9(d). Table 5.1 suggests that the rg values
obtained from the simulated intensity plots match closely with the corresponding average
values of RH at 300 K and 800 K. It may be noted that, while the intensity plot in Fig. 5.9(a)
is not particularly sensitive to the shape of the voids, the slightly pronounced scattering in the
region k2 = 0.06 Å−2 is possibly indicative of the expansion of the void volume, as observed
in the convex-hull volume in Fig.5.9(c). The exact cause of this increased scattering intensity
is difficult to determine but it appears that a combination of the pressure due to H2 bubbles,
surface roughening of the voids, and the displacement of the atoms on the void surfaces at
high temperature could lead to this additional scattering. This observation is corroborated by
the results from a small-angle X-ray scattering study of nanovoids in HWCVD amorphous
Si films that indicated an increase of individual void volumes upon annealing at 813 K.
Figure, 5.10 shows a comparison of the radius of gyrations at low and high temperature in
the presence of H around the void, where at high temperature role of hydrogen dynamics in
restructuring the void can be depicted. This observation is supported by an observed low Rg
value at high temperature. Si atoms around the void surface loop loose their coordination and
collapses partially occupying the cavity which lies close the the void center and contribute
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Tableq
5.1: Average void parameters in a-Si a-Si:H models at low temperature. Rg (Å),
Rs = 53 Rg (Å), RH (Å), rg (Å), VH (Å3 ) and Φ̄ calculated radius of gyration, hull radius of
gyration, Guinier radius of gyration, hull volume in (×103 ) Å3 and sphericity respectively.
Models

Rg

CMD-R 300 K 7.60
AIMD-R 300 K 7.55
CMD-R 800K 7.56
AIMD-R 800 K 6.84
AIMD-R 300K 6.66
AIMD-R 800 K 6.61

Rs
a-Si
9.80
9.74
9.75
8.82
a-Si:H
8.59
8.53

RH

rg

VH (×103 )

Φ̄S

8.34
8.28
8.31
8.67

6.38
8.07
6.57
9.48

2.1
2.04
2.08
2.25

0.66
0.67
0.63
0.68

8.36
8.76

8.66
10.01

2.12
2.29

0.56
0.71

low Rg value. On the other hand high hull radii at that temperature signifies movement of
Si/H outside the cavity providing significant change in void structure. An observed higher
Guinier radius of gyration is associated with the relatively stronger SAXS signal due to
the dynamics of the H around the void. As, the rg calculation was done in same k range
0.15-0.3 Å−1 but it is configuration dependence, higher error bar for rg value associate with
that. A relatively higher error bar in Rg and RH at high temperature shows that degree o
reconstruction of different void configuration are different.This means that in amorphous
network, at different void location, void size and shape can be different.
5.3.4

Hydrogen dynamics near voids in a-Si

In this section, the dynamics of hydrogen atoms in the vicinity of void surfaces from
ab initio simulations are discussed. Since the mass of H atoms is significantly smaller
than Si atoms, the motion of H atoms is more susceptible to the annealing temperature
and, more importantly, to the resulting temperature-induced structural changes on the void
surfaces. This is particularly noticeable at high temperature. Having established earlier that
the structural changes on the void surfaces are more pronounced at 800 K, we shall now
examine the character of the atomic dynamics of hydrogen inside (and near the surface of) the
voids at 800 K. Despite the limited timescale of the present ab initio simulations, spanning
10 ps only, it is reasonable to assume that, at high temperature, the dynamical character of
hydrogen motion inside the voids would be reflected in the first several picoseconds.
Figure 5.11, depicts the time evolution of hydrogen atoms at 800 K within two voids,
V12 and V7. Initially, all hydrogen atoms were uniformly distributed inside the voids within
a radius of 4 Å from the center of the voids (Ref. Fig.5.1). The mean-square displacements
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Figure 5.11: The time evolution of the mean-square displacements (MSD) of H inside two
voids, V12 (red) and V7 (green), at 800 K. The difference between the two sets of MSD
values can be attributed to the degree of void-surface reconstruction.

Figure 5.12: Hydrogen-induced surfaces at 800 K corresponding to mean-square displacements (MSD) of H inside two voids shown in 5.11. (a) The compact or smooth structure of
V12 surface compared to a relatively fuzzy or scattered distribution of Si atoms in (b) V7 at
800 K.
(MSD), <R2 (t)> of hydrogen atoms averaged over all H atoms in the respective void are
shown in Fig.5.11 from 0 to 10 ps. The corresponding real- space distributions of Si and H
atoms on the void surfaces and their immediate vicinity are also shown in Fig.5.12(a) and
5.12(b) for V7 and V12, respectively. The difference between the two sets of MSD values
can be understood by taking into account the real-space structure of the void surfaces. In
addition to the trivial thermal and configurational fluctuations caused by temperature and
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the disorder in H distributions, respectively the motion of H atoms is also affected by the
varying degree of restructuring of Si atoms on the void surfaces. The surface structure of V7
can be seen to be more open compared to its counterpart in V12, as shown in Figs.5.12(a)
and 5.12(b), respectively. This has been also confirmed by analyzing the distributions of
void-surface atoms in the interior of V12 and V7. The presence of Si atoms inside V7
reduces the effective diffusion rate of H atoms, due to additional scattering from interior
Si atoms, in their early time evolution. By contrast, the less open or compact void surface
of V12, with few Si atoms inside, provides less resistance to H atoms during their early
evolution.Thus, hydrogen diffusion in V12 proceeds almost uninterruptedly, in the presence
of few Si atoms from void surfaces, leading to a notable difference in their MSD values
during the first several picoseconds of simulations. This observation has been found to be
true for other pairs of voids for which a notable difference in the MSD values exists.
5.3.5

Hydrogen-bonding configurations near voids

Experimental data from positron-annihilation lifetime (PAL) spectroscopy [83] Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS)[86] and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR) [86] indicate that bonded and non-bonded hydrogens
play an important role in characterizing the structural and optical properties of a-Si:H.
Sekimoto et al. [83, 86] recently demonstrated that the presence of non-bonded hydrogens
(NBH) beyond 2.8 at.% in amorphous silicon networks led to changes in the vacancy-size
distribution and induced formation of nanometer-size voids in the network via relaxation of
internal stress.
The presence of H2 molecules and their evolution can be probed by an analysis of
the low-temperature (LT) peak of the hydrogen-effusion profile [83, 208, 209] near 750 K,
whereas the number density of H2 molecules can be estimated from the collision induced
weak IR absorption in the frequency region of 4100 cm−1 to 5500 cm−1 . Chabal and Patel
[59] reported a value of 1021 H2 /cm3 by analyzing data obtained from IR measurements at
room temperature. Although the present study, based on pure a-Si networks, does not permit
us to address the crucial role of hydrogen-bonding configurations in a-Si:H in general, it
does provide us with new insights into the role of bonded and non- bonded hydrogens in the
vicinity of the walls of H-rich voids. Tables 5.2 and 5.3, list the statistics and the average
concentration of various bonded and non-bonded hydride configurations inside the voids,
respectively.
Non-bonded hydrogens chiefly comprise H2 molecules, along with one or two isolated
H atoms near the voids. The latter possibly originate from the short annealing time of 10 ps
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Table 5.2: Hydrogen bonding configuration AIMD-R model of a-Si:H at 300 K and 800 K.
Hiso , H2 , SiHn , Rg , rg ,RH (Å) , VH (× 103 Å3 ) and ΦS respectively represents number of
isolated H, H molecule, silicon hydride configurations; n = 1 (monohydride), 2 (dihydride)
and 3 (trihydride), calculated radius, Guinier radius, hull radius, hull volume and the degree
of sphericity.
Void

H2

Hiso

SiH

V1
V2
V4
V6
V7
V8
V10
V11
V12
V16
V17
V18

1
3
3
0
1
2
1
1
3
3
4
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

25
23
18
23
26
24
27
24
21
20
23
28

V1
V2
V4
V6
V7
V8
V10
V11
V12
V16
V17
V18

0
2
2
1
0
2
3
1
1
1
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

26
23
22
28
26
22
18
23
26
24
23
27

SiH2 SiH3
300 K
2
0
1
0
3
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
800 K
2
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
3
0
3
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
0

Rg

rg

RH

VH

ΦS

6.67
6.64
6.71
6.76
6.53
6.71
6.65
6.64
6.59
6.57
6.57
6.8

9.83
10.05
8.45
8.44
7.81
7.6
10.62
11.41
10.75
8.35
10.01
9.25

8.34
8.33
8.5
8.4
8.2
8.34
8.31
8.5
8.35
8.28
8.34
8.52

2.09
2.05
2.22
2.07
1.95
2.10
2.06
2.15
2.12
2.07
2.17
2.45

0.51
0.56
0.59
0.58
0.62
0.54
0.54
0.57
0.51
0.6
0.59
0.56

6.45 10.02
6.71 10.25
6.7 9.97
6.64 10.07
6.72 10.33
6.41 9.52
6.71 9.82
6.55 10.27
6.62 8.59
6.67 8.01
6.38 11.81
6.79 9.82

8.36
8.84
9.07
8.64
8.95
8.67
8.94
8.95
9.07
8.71
8.38
8.56

2.08
2.41
2.55
2.23
2.46
2.15
2.31
2.36
2.45
2.26
2.09
2.24

0.90
0.66
0.79
0.62
0.70
0.83
0.64
0.73
0.62
0.62
0.81
0.56

of AIMD simulations. The number of H2 molecules per void ranges from 0 to 4 and 0 to 3
at 300 K and 800 K, respectively, which translates into a density of (1.5-2.2)×1021 H2 /cm3
for nanometer-size voids. This value matches very well with the experimental value of 1021
H2 /cm3 from IR measurements by Chabal and Patel [59] as mentioned earlier. These results
are also consistent with the data reported in Ref.[83], obtained from RBS measurements. On
the other hand, the great majority of bonded hydrogens have appeared in monohydride(SiH)
configurations. An examination of the local bonding environment of silicon atoms near the
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Figure 5.13: Bonded and non-bonded hydrogens inside a void (V3) from AIMD simulations
at 300 K. (a)The interior wall of the void can be seen to be decorated with several SiH
(yellow-red) and three SiH2 (blue-red) configurations, as well as three H2 molecules and a
pair of isolated H atoms. (b) A magnified view of the wall, showing protruding monohydrides
(yellow-red) and dihydrides (blue-red) on the wall.
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80
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Figure 5.14: Hydrogen-bonding configurations in the vicinity of void surfaces in a-Si:H
after annealing at 300 K and 800 K. The results presented here were averaged over 12
independent void configurations.
void surfaces showed that approximately 72.5 at.% and 61.1 at.% of total H atoms formed
Si-H bonds at 300 K and 800 K, respectively. Of the remaining H atoms, about 8.3 %
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Table 5.3: Average Si-H bonding statistics near the vicinity of voids.
Temp. (K)
300 K
800 K

Hiso % H2 %
2.5
13.33
1.39
8.89

SiH%
72.5
61.11

SiH2 %
8.33
11.67

SiH3 %
0.83
0.83

(11.7%) were found to be bonded with Si as SiH2 configurations at 300 K (800 K). The rest
of the hydrogen has left the spherical void region of radius 10.5 Å. A graphic distribution of
the presence of H2 molecules and the bonded SiH2 configurations on the wall of V3 at 300
K is depicted in Fig.5.13.
Several SiH2 configurations can be seen to have formed on the surface of the void.
This observation is consistent with experimental results from infrared measurements [59]
and the recent computational studies based on information-driven atomistic modeling of
a-Si:H [81, 82]. Figure 5.13 shows the concentration of hydrogen associated with various
hydrogen-bonding configurations. The results clearly establish that a considerable number
of H2 molecules, of about 9-13% of the total H, can form near voids, depending upon the
annealing temperature, concentration of H atoms, and the source of hydrogen.
5.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the temperature-induced nanostructural changes of the voids
in a-Si at low and high annealing temperature in the range 300-800 K using classical and
quantum-mechanical simulations, in the absence and presence of hydrogen near voids. This
was achieved by generating an ultra-large model of a-Si, consisting of more than 260,000
atoms, in order to be able to produce a realistic distribution of nanometer-size voids in the
amorphous environment of Si atoms, as observed in SAXS, PAL, IR, and hydrogen- effusion
measurements. An examination of the distribution of the atoms near the voids reveals that the
reconstruction of void surfaces in pure a-Si at 300 K led to minimal changes in the shape and
size of the voids, which can be readily understood from a classical treatment of the problem.
By contrast, the high-temperature annealing at 800 K caused significant changes in the shape
and size of the voids, with noticeable structural differences between classical and quantummechanical results. This observation appears to indicate that classical potentials, such as
the modified SW potential, might not be particularly suitable for an accurate description of
the dynamics of Si atoms near voids and the resulting reconstruction of the void surfaces
at high temperatures. An important outcome of this work is that the dynamics of bonded
and non-bonded hydrogens near the voids and the degree of void-surface reconstruction
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are found to be intrinsically related to each other. Ab initio annealing of a-Si networks
with a void-volume fraction of 0.2% at 300 K and 800 K suggests that the presence of
hydrogen within voids can facilitate surface reconstruction through the formation of silicon
monohydride and dihydride configurations, as well as the displacement of Si atoms on
the void surfaces. The rearrangement of atoms on void surfaces affects the diffusion of
non-bonded hydrogens, which in turn produce surface bumps and changes the shape and
size of the original void. This observation is reflected in the time evolution of hydrogen
during annealing. The presence of Si atoms inside a heavily reconstructed fuzzy/rough
void surface reduces the effective diffusion rate of hydrogen, due to additional scattering
from the interior Si atoms, in their early time evolution. In contrast, a compact void surface
with no or only a few Si atoms inside provides less resistance to hydrogen during their
early evolution. Thus, hydrogen diffusion inside a compact or smooth void proceeds with
little or no hindrance, leading to a notable difference in their mean-square-displacement
(MSD) values during their early time evolution. Finally, the results from the study show the
presence of bonded hydrogens, mostly SiH, SiH2 , and non-bonded hydrogens (NBH) in the
form of H2 molecules. The concentration of BH and NBH found in our study is consistent
with the experimental values obtained from infrared (IR), Rutherford back scattering (RBS),
and hydrogen-forward scattering (HFS) measurements. An examination of the hydride
configurations near the voids suggests that the interior wall of the voids are decorated with
SiH2 , which is supported by experimental results from infrared and ellipsometric studies.
Likewise, the concentration of H2 molecules obtained from the first-principles densityfunctional simulations in the present study is found to be consistent with the experimental
value estimated from the collision-induced weak IR absorption by H2 molecules in the
frequency region of 4100-5500 cm−1 .
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY

In summary, this dissertation contains a computational and theoretical study on a high-quality
ultra-large model of a-Si particularly, on the void morphology. For the characterization
of the voids, the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) simulation method in conjunction
with high-quality graphics for surface rendering is used. A systematic study of the variation
of the simulated scattering intensity in the small-angle scattering region with the number
density, size, shape, and the spatial distribution of the voids in the networks is presented
in chapter 3. The relationship between the scattering intensity in small-angle region and
the three-dimensional structure of nanoscale voids are addressed in ultra-large high-quality
a-Si networks with 0.1 − 0.3% void-volume fraction as observed in experiments using
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS). Our
results suggest that the scattering intensity in the small-angle region is particularly sensitive
to the number density and size of the voids, but the effect of the geometry or shape and
the distribution of the voids are less pronounced in the intensity profiles. A comparison of
the average size of the voids obtained from the simulated values of the intensity, using the
Guinier approximation [119] and Kratky plots [120], with those from the spatial distribution
of the atoms in the vicinity of void surfaces are presented.
A computational study of the void-induced microstructure in ultra-large model of amorphous silicon a-Si with a void-volume fraction of 0.3% is presented in chapter 4. The
relationship between the morphology of voids particularly shape and size, and corresponding
scattering intensity in small angle region are studied by computing the the Fourier transform
of the reduced pair-correlation function and the atomic-form factor of amorphous silicon.
The effect of low-temperature (≤600 K) annealing on restructuring the void morphology
and the corresponding scattering intensities are addressed by studying atomic displacement
on the void wall. A high-quality surface rendering software VMD is used to feature the
void surfaces and their radius of gyrations are calculated from the spatial distribution of the
surface atoms constructing the void wall. Also, from the scattering intensity plots, using
Guinier approximation, Guinier radius of gyration of those annealed and corresponding
annealed models are calculated and compared. The study suggests that low-temperature
annealing can lead to considerable restructuring of void surfaces and scattering intensities in
classical MD models of a-Si.
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An ab initio study of the hydrogen microstructure in ultra-large model of amorphous
silicon with an emphasis on the morphology of voids and the dynamics of hydrogen inside
the voids. By using ultra-large a-Si model, obtained from classical molecular-dynamics
simulations, with a realistic void-volume density of 0.2% as observed in experiments, the
dynamics of Si and H atoms on the surface of the cavities are studied and their effects
on the shape and size of the voids are examined using first-principles density-functional
simulations. The results from ab initio calculations are compared with those obtained
from using the modified Stillinger-Weber potential. The nanostructural evolution of the
voids are examined by analyzing the three-dimensional distribution of Si and H atoms
on/near void surfaces using the convex-hull approximation, and computing the radius of
gyration of the corresponding convex hulls. A comparison of the results with those from the
simulated values of the intensity in the small-angle X-ray scattering of a-Si/a-Si:H in the
Guinier approximation is also provided, along with a discussion of bonded and non-bonded
hydrogen in the vicinity of voids.
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Appendix A
Pseudo-code for Filon’s Method

c==========================
c Filon’s method
c theta <0.1, use different A,B,C
c ===========================
if(theta.lt.0.1) then
A=the3*(2.0/45.0)-(2.0/315.0)*the5+(2.0/4725.0)*the7
B=(2.0/3.0)+(2.0/15.0)*the2& (4.0/105.0)*the4+(2.0/567.0)*the6& (4.0/22275.0)*the8
C=(4.0/3.0)-(2.0/15.0)*the2+(1.0/270.0)*the4(1.0/11340.0)*the6+ (1.0/997920.0)*the8
else
A=q1+q2*(sin(theta)*cos(theta))2.0*q3*(sin(theta)*sin(theta))
B=2.0*(q2+q2*cos(theta)*cos(theta)q3*2.0*sin(theta)*cos(theta))
C=4.0*(q3*sin(theta)-q2*(cos(theta)))
end if
do jj =1,n
c

Si-Si interstion
part11=A*(rdgr1(2*jj)*cos(k(ii)*r(2*jj))&

rdgr1(2*jj+2)*cos(k(ii)*r(2*jj+2)))
part12=B*(0.5*rdgr1(2*jj)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj))+

&
c

0.5*rdgr1(2*jj+2)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj+2)))
part13=C*(rdgr1(2*jj+1)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj+1)))

Si-H interaction
part21=A*(rdgr2(2*jj)*cos(k(ii)*r(2*jj))&

rdgr2(2*jj+2)*cos(k(ii)*r(2*jj+2)))
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part22=B*(0.5*rdgr2(2*jj)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj))+
&

0.5*rdgr2(2*jj+2)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj+2)))
part23=C*(rdgr2(2*jj+1)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj+1)))

c H-H interaction
else
part31=A*(rdgr3(2*jj)*cos(k(ii)*r(2*jj))&
rdgr3(2*jj+2)*cos(k(ii)*r(2*jj+2)))
part32=B*(0.5*rdgr3(2*jj)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj))+
&

0.5*rdgr3(2*jj+2)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj+2)))
part33=C*(rdgr3(2*jj+1)*sin(k(ii)*r(2*jj+1)))

c intgr=f(ii)*h*(part1+part2+part3)
intgr1=h*(part11+part12+part13)
intgr2=h*(part21+part22+part23)
intgr3=h*(part31+part32+part33)
sumint1(ii)=sumint1(ii)+intgr1
sumint2(ii)=sumint2(ii)+intgr2
sumint3(ii)=sumint3(ii)+intgr3
end do
c============================
c partial structure factor Sk
c I(k)/N=F(k)
c xa and xb atomic fractions
c==========================
sk1(ii)=1.0+sumint1(ii)/k(ii)
sk2(ii)=1.0+sumint2(ii)/k(ii)
sk3(ii)=1.0+sumint3(ii)/k(ii)
F(ii)=fk1sq*(xa*xb+xa*xa*sk1(ii)) +
fk2sq*(xa*xb+xb*xb*sk3(ii)) + 2.0*
fk1*fk2*xa*xb*(sk2(ii)-1.0
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Appendix B
Siesta-input

******************************
* WELCOME TO SIESTA *
******************************
Dump of input data file ***************
System Name
SystemLabel

SiH-FV2-V1-2234
sih

NumberOfAtoms

2234

NumberOfSpecies

2

%block ChemicalSpeciesLabel
1 14 Si
2

1

H

%endblock ChemicalSpeciesLabel
PAO.BasisSize
PAO.EnergyShift

SZ
300 meV

LatticeConstant

50.0 Ang

%block LatticeVectors
1.000
0.000

0.000
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

1.000

%endblock LatticeVectors
MeshCutoff
MaxSCFIterations

100.0 Ry
50

DM.MixingWeight

0.3

DM.NumberPulay

3

DM.Tolerance
DM.UseSaveDM

5.d-3

SolutionMethod

diagon

ElectronicTemperature
Harries_functional

25 meV
.true.
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XC.functional
XC.authors
MD.TypeOfRun

LDA
CA
CG

MD.NumCGsteps

5

UseSaveData

T

MD.LengthTimestep
MD.MaxCGDispl

10 fs
0.1 Ang

MD.MaxForceTol

0.01 eV/Ang

%block GeometryConstraints
position from 1253 to 2204 1.0 0.0 0.0
position from 1253 to 2204 0.0 1.0 0.0
position from 1253 to 2204 0.0 0.0 1.0
%endblock GeometryConstraints
WarningMinimumAtomicDistance 1.0 Ang
AtomicCoordinatesFormat ScaledCartesian
%block AtomicCoordinatesAndAtomicSpecies
21.622967

-35.604701

52.874742

1

Si

1

16.764405
24.742495

-44.973789
-51.464017

58.111836
55.390840

1
1

Si
Si

2
3

15.454297

-44.934751

52.349602

1

Si

4

26.188266

-45.687792

50.502932

1

Si

5

25.321317
15.332203

-47.975523
-44.762164

61.073169
56.306614

1
1

Si
Si

6
7

29.043011

-46.348350

55.962616

1

Si

8

20.296670

-50.624200

60.928876

1

Si

9

17.994528 -49.350855
53.224613
1
Si
...............................................

10

...............................................
23.369800

-43.788000

57.203900

2

H

2230

22.433800
25.868700

-39.688600
-42.473800

55.941700
58.846400

2
2

H
H

2231
2232

26.040600

-40.680200

54.086700

2

H

2233

19.345800

-40.010500

59.728000

2

H

2234

%endblock AtomicCoordinatesAndAtomicSpecies
End of input data file ***********************************
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